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ABSTRACT 
Eurpose-st.ihe-Siudy 
The purpose of this study was to analyze state and federal court cases 
In the 24 states that have bargaining legislation to determine the effect 
collective bargaining has had on colleglallty In participatory management 
decision-making In public Institutions as It occured during the late 1960's 
though 1981. More specifically, this research sought answers to the follow¬ 
ing questions: 
1. Has collective bargaining legislation emphasized collegial Issues 
during the negotiating process? 
2. What trends have developed In enabling legislation that denote 
colleglallty In governance In public higher education Institutions? 
3. What principles In case law have been established by the courts to 
govern selected personnel collegial Issues embraced by the college 
faculty and administration? 
4. What Implications for the profession of eduction do the legislation 
and court decisions have In regard to future collegial concerns In 
public higher education? 
üetllfiriQlgflÿ 
The descriptive survey method of research was used to accomplish this 
Investigation. The procedure and methods used In this study were histori¬ 
cal and legal. The data needed to complete this study was derived from a 
bibliography of higher court cases that were prepared by examining appro¬ 
priate volumes of the American Digest System for the years 1967 through 
1981. Each case was traced through Shepard's Citations to determine what 
action had been taken. If any, by a higher court. Each case was also re¬ 
viewed In the National Reporter System to determine the essential factors 
that were relevant to this research. 
.Findings and Conclusions 
Throughout this study, the author found certain basic principles 
consistently stated and applied by the courts. The main findings are 
Ilsted below: 
1. The Judiciary Is generally not concerned with the administration of 
governance In higher education Institutions. The courts only 
require that the Institution comply with Its commitment. 
2. The state and federal Judicial system supports the concept and 
general practice of academic tenure. 
3. The courts have upheld the dismissal of faculty members for cause 
where the dismissing Institution has consistently shown a clear 
relationship between the faculty member's objectionable conduct 
and his failure to teach. 
4. Nontenured faculty members do not have a constitutional right to a 
pre-termination hearing. 
5. Where lack of funds necessitate releasing faculty members, It Is 
within the province of a school's administration to determine which 
teacher should be released and which retained. 
6. Institutional administrators are liable for action and punitive 
damages for Infringement of a faculty member's civil rights If they 
act with malice In their refusal to grant lawful rights. 
Based on the findings of this study, derived from data analysis of state 
and federal court cases, the author has drawn the conclusion that the courts 
have established substantive principles that have set a legal course for both 
the faculty and administration In public higher education. Also, the 
constitutional protection of public higher education employment Is based upon 
the substantive rights embodied In the First Amendment. Regardless of 
tenured or nontenured status, all faculty members employed by public higher 
education Institutions are protected from dismissal based upon proper 
exercise of substantive constitutional rights. 
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CHAPTER I 
RATIONALE 
Collective bargaining has arrived on campus; however, this arrival has 
not been without controversy. The appearance of collective bargaining at 
the City University of New York In 1969 represented a break from the long¬ 
standing tradition that excluded collective bargaining In public higher 
education. According to Edwards,1 this tradition was founded on the belief 
that the goals, Interest, and professional status of academic employees were 
Incompatible with the collective bargaining system used In the Industrial 
sector. 
Departing from this tradition, college educators are exploring the 
possibility of bargaining In the twenty-four (24) states where It Is 
legal, and are now beginning to lobby for collective bargaining rights 
In states where It Is not mandated. Concurrently, when problems arise 
during this process, college educators (professors and the administra¬ 
tion) are not hesitating to seek state and federal court assistance to 
define the law with regards to bargaining In public higher education. 
The history, legal, economic and general managerial Implications 
of collective bargaining In public higher education have stimulated a 
1 Harry T. Edwards, Higher Education and the Law (Boston, 
Massachusetts:Instltute for Educational Management, 1979), p. 292. 
1 I 
great deal of Interest and comments among scholars and practitioners, and 
have given rise to a rapidly expanding literature based on collective bar¬ 
gaining In public higher education. However, relatively few studies have 
been done on analyzing state legislative acts and Judicial decisions Im¬ 
pacting collegial Issues In collective bargaining In public higher educa¬ 
tion. It Is clear that personnel and administrative Issues are central to 
the new labor management relationship taking place In public higher educa¬ 
tion. These two agencies have determined the degree of participatory manage¬ 
ment In matters pertaining to personnel and administrative Issues In collective 
bargaining, such as tenure, nontenure, financial exigency, and sex and racial 
discrimination. 
Under the federal constitution, the states retained the residual power of 
conducting and controlling education at all levels. State constitutions In turn 
often use general language In allowing the government to establish colleges and 
universities; occasionally In the constitution Itself, they establish a state 
university and perhaps even designate Its location. The constitutions generally 
delegate to the legislature the power to establish the duties and management 
functions to be carried on by an appointed or elected board of trustees, allo¬ 
wing college administrators and trustees to decide the Institutional governance 
structure whereby the faculty and others may or may not be Included.1 Several 
i 
Lyman A. Glenny and Frank A. Schmidt le In, The Role of State In 
the Governancy of Higher Education (Stanford, California: Institute 
for Research on Educational Finance In Government, 1980), p. 4. 
2 
s+a+es passed enabling legislation In the late 1960’s authorizing 
collective bargaining In the public sector. This action allowed 
colleges and universities the opportunity to participate In organized 
legal collective action. In turn, faculties wanted to participate In 
the decision-making process which established the circumstances of their 
work, and to a considerable extent, their life. The notion that labor 
Is not simply a commodity reflects an underlying value system that accords 
the worker the right to give consent to the terms and conditions of employ¬ 
ment. According to Anthony CresswelI and Michael Murphy, Individual bar¬ 
gaining Is too weak, however; meaningful participatory democracy for 
workers seems achievable only through self-organization and collective 
action. ’ 
Collective bargaining Is essentially a power relationship and a 
process of power accommodation. The essence of bargaining Is compromise 
and concession-making on matters over which there Is conflict between the 
parties Involved In bargaining. The avowed theoretical purpose and prac¬ 
tical effect of collective bargaining Is to grant the employee organization 
an Increasing control over the decision-making process In management.  2 This 
Is the case of the faculty movement In public higher education. Faculties 
i 
Anthony M. CresswelI and Michael J. Murphy, Education and 
Collective Bargaining (Berkeley, California: McCutchan Publishing 
Corporation, 1976), p. 497. 
2 
Wesley A. Weldmen and Charles Perry, "Group Conflicts and School 
Organization," Phi Delta Kappan, January 1966, p. 245. 
3 
want a concept of distribution and sharing of authority to foster the 
creative potentialities of the faculty union and administration which 
at the same time Is promoting the Interest of educational Institution, 
gatlon. Consider the following: 
A descriptive study by Kublah attempted to systematically describe 
faculty member's attitudes on faculty participation In governance, 
i 
academic freedom, faculty economics and faculty power. Analysis of his 
data revealed that seventy-seven (77) percent of the faculty considered 
the above Issues Important and would vote for collective bargaining. 
A study by Jimenez examined collective bargaining as a means of 
dealing with conflicts In higher education. Conflicting Issues examined 
were faculty bargaining and academic personnel, faculty participation In 
governance, and fauclty bargaining the possibility of absorbing the exis¬ 
ting system of higher education without materially changing the system. The 
results showed gains In faculty Influences In dec I s Ion-makIng, did not show 
that collective bargaining produces such changes In the working conditions of 
faculty as to make them no longer professional, and showed that conflict Is 
typically a part of organization behavior which may be Institutionalized and 
controlled by collective bargaining.2 
1 John Michael Kubla, A Study of Faculty Members Attitudes Toward 
Collective Bargaining (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Dissertation Abstracts 
International, Vol. 42, No. 4, 1981), p. 1511 a. 
2 
Jorge Enrique Jimenez, Faculty Collective Bargaining In Higher Education: 
Antagonism or Cooperation In the Academic Enterprise (Ann Arbor, Michigan: 
Dissertation Abstract International, Vol. 40, No. 12, 1980), p. 847. 
4 
Attltudlnal and perception surveys are also Important when one 
wants to explore an Issue that deals with parties that are adversa- 
rless. What do faculties think about collective bargaining In higher 
education? Do they feel that organizing unions and participatory gover¬ 
nance are Issues of Importance? According to Thomas, faculty attitude 
toward general and specific Issues relating to collective bargaining at 
two relatively large public non-bargaining Kansas Universities suggest 
that academic discipline and satisfaction with governance are the most 
salient factors affecting expressed attitudes toward collective bargaining 
i 
In higher education. 
Mortimer (1976) engaged In a study that gave an analysis of governance 
relationship between state governments and public higher education Institu¬ 
tions. He concluded that collective bargaining represents a social and poli¬ 
tical trend toward centralized decIslon-makIng and homogenization of policies 
2 
and procedures affecting faculty and management. 
About a year later, Adler conducted a major survey to determine faculty 
participation In Institutional decision-making. He concluded that all of the 
Institutional groups under study have been successfully motivated to Improve 
1 
Deborah Nyokd Thomas, "Toward Collective Bargaining, Two Selected 
Non-BargainIng Regent Institutions In Kansas" (Ann Arbor, Michigan: 
Dissertation Abstract International. Vol. 41, No. 7, 1981), p. 2874 a. 
2 
Kenneth Mortimer, "Faculty Collective Bargaining In Public Higher 
Education," Education Record. Vol 57, No. 1, Winter 1976, pp. 34-44. 
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their governance roles. He stated that Institutional changes over the period 
1970-77 have followed a progressive course toward fuller faculty participation 
and responsibility In dec I s Ion-makI ng on matters that are essential components 
of academic life.1 It Is clear, however, that faculties at various Institutions 
have different grievances and In some Instancescannot support their peers at 
similar Institutions because of special Interests and political Interference by 
the administration. 
According to Douglass, unions on campus have served to clarify the defini¬ 
tion and structure of faculty power and overall role of governance In higher 
education. He studied the effects of governance at colleges and universities 
otio found that faculty roles are defined concerning matters of shared gover¬ 
nance. 2 However, he did not explore specific details about faculties dealing 
with personnel, academic and administrative matters that affect their dally 
I Ives. 
Another Important study on collective bargaining and university gover¬ 
nance was done by Duggan In 1980. He, too, did not study specific Issues In 
law facing college faculties, but concentrated on the effects of trade union 
membership on faculty attitude toward university governance. He concluded 
that unionization of academic staff Is a growth area with serious Impllca- 
1 
Dan L. Adler, Governance and Collective Bargaining In Four Year 
Institutions. 1970-1977 (Washington, D.C. ERIC, 1979), pp. 168-370 
2 Joel Douglass, The Impact of Collective Bargaining at Colleges and 
Universities (New York: Baruch College, The National Center for the study of 
Collective Bargaining In Higher Education, 1979), pp. 2-6. 
6 
I 
fions for the governance of universities. Faculties are moving toward 
more fundamental Issues of university management such as having a role 
In genera I genera I university governance process, especially policy Issues 
that are related to personnel and their right to work without fear of being 
dismissed In an arbitrary and unconstitutional manner. 
Are there limits as to what the faculty can bargain for at any given 
time? Generally, the statutory language regarding what Is mandatory Is 
often vague and subject to broad construction by labor boards, faculty, 
administrators and courts. Thus, the distinction between mandatory and 
permissive subjects Is difficult to draw, particularly In post-secondary 
education, where faculties have traditionally participated in shaping their 
JODS to a much greater extent than have employees In industry. There are 
few court precedents In either federal or state law to help administrators 
determine whether educational governance and educational policy Issues are 
mandatory or permissibly bargalnable. 
In a New Jersey case consideration was give to a state statute that 
gave public employees the right to bargain over "terms and conditions of 
2 
employment" and working conditions. The New Jersey statute Is much like 
that of most states, It provides that the majority representative of the 
t 
Aldan Duggan, Collective Bargaining and University Governance 
Dublin. Ireland Trinity College. Department of Higher Education and 
Educational Research. Presented at the Association for Institutional 
Research (Atlanta, Georgia, April 27 - May1, 1980), pp. 1-2. 
2 
Association of New Jersey State College Faculties vs. Dugan. 64 N.J. 338, 
316 A. 2d 425 (1974). 
7 
employees and the designated representative of the public employer must ne¬ 
gotiate In good faith with respect to terms and conditions of employment.1 
What their terms and conditions embrace Is not specified In the law. 
College faculties are Interested In participatory management In many 
areas with personnel relations seeming to be paramount. This area has to do 
with the faculty's day-to-day activities and concerns. Therefore, faculty 
associations and management have negotiated over salaries, whether or not 
part-time faculty could bargain with full-time faculty association members; 
the criteria for promotion, tenure requirements, and what factors determine 
the selection and promotion of deans and department heads have been negoti¬ 
ated by faculty association review committees and higher education management. 
For all practical purposes, public employees have to battle It out with 
management to determine what Is or Is not negotiable. What Issues are negoti¬ 
able, and what constitutes good faith bargaining remain In most jurisdictions 
2 
to be hammered out on a case-by-case basis In the state and federal courts. 
Thus, It appears that the college faculty know their area of Interest and 
the state legislature and courts will have to determine to what extent they 
share In managing their affairs with college administrators and boards of 
controI. 
1 
Anthony M. CresswelI and Michael J. Murphy, Education and 
Collective Bargaining (Berkeley, California: McCutchand Publishing 
Corporation, 1976), pp. 36-37. 
2 JMd.» p. 37. 
8 
According to Newby, collective bargaining has raised some Important 
i 
questions about educational governance In America. He stated that no 
matter how one feels about collective bargaining. It seems clear that 
boards of control and administrators cannot continue to Ignore faculty 
organization as they develop educational policies for the future. 
Due to a lack of clarity as to what Is bargalnable In higher edu¬ 
cation and who Is to decide how an Issue should be resolved, LIvIngton 
reviewed existing legislative and Judicial controls that currently pro¬ 
vide a legal framework for the exercise of representational Interests In 
the field of higher education. He concluded that legislative and court 
arbitration were necessary; because there Is a need for greater government 
Involvement to provide uniform direction and protection of collective bar- 
2 
gaining rights for educators In public Institutions. State laws that lega¬ 
lize bargaining for professors have been a major stimulus for rapid growth of 
collective bargaining among college professors In recent years. 
Faculty collective bargaining Is primarily a phenomenon of the public 
sector of higher education which provides a new framework for a redistri¬ 
bution of authority and responsibility In academic governance. The growth 
of faculty collective bargaining has closely paralleled the enactment of 
1 
Kenneth A. Newby, .CoJJ-fiClJ.ve-Bjrga.lnilia; LtPPJ.L.CStLQD£..tfir 
American Schools (Atlanta, Georgia, Department of Administration and 
Supervisions, Atlanta University, 1977), p. 6. 
2 
Frederick LIvIngton, "States and Federal Regulators," 
Wisconsin Law Review. Vol. 1, 1977, pp. 99-111. 
9 
state collective bargaining laws. Since bargaining laws rarely recognize 
college and university faculty as special categories of public employees, 
the structure of collective bargaining varies considerably from state to 
i 
state. 
Collective bargaining In public higher education denotes decision-making 
by union representatives and college officials about wages, hours, and condi¬ 
tions of work for the faculty and staff. Bargaining has created a concern 
within the faculty ranks that collective negotiations should be more colle¬ 
gial, and that dec I s Ion-makIng should be a dual-role that ts shared by the 
faculty and administration. The collegial model of governance Is an express¬ 
ion of the assumption that faculty members are professional, that they con¬ 
stitute a group of practitioners whose skills are diverse enough for them to 
negotiate for their own welfare. The results of this collegial action may 
facilitate the exercise of managerial Initiatives that enhance the efficiency 
of governance In public education Institutions. 
Collective bargaining In higher education began In 1967 with an agreement 
between the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and Bryand College of Business 
Administration In Rhode Island. Public higher education Institutions, with the 
exception of the military academies, are creations of the respective states and 
In matters of collective bargaining are dependent on state statues (enabling 
legislation) for this right. New York, In 1967, was the first state to pass 
l 
JMd., p. 10. 
10 
enabling legislation, and the City University of New York (CUNY) was the 
first four year Institution to bargain. 1 2 3 
Since 1967 some twenty-three additional states have passed legisla¬ 
tion permitting collective bargaining In public higher education Instltu- 
2 
tlons. The states are Alaska, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, 
Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, 
Nebraska, New °Hampsh!re, New Jersey, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 
South Dakota, Washington, Wisconsin and Vermont. 
It may be noted that all enabling legislation was enacted over a nine- 
year period (1967-1975). While New York passed collective bargaining legis¬ 
lation In 1967, It was three year before another state followed Its example. 
Four states—Delaware, Florida, Kansas and Pennsylvania—passed enabling 
legislation In 1970; two more—Alaska and Nebraska—In 1972; five—Iowa, 
Michigan, Rhode Island, South Dakota and Washington—In 1973; seven—Hawaii, 
Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey and Wisconsin—In 1974; 
and six—California, Connecticut, Kansas, New Hampshire, Oregon and Vermont 
3 
In 1975. Earlier statutes were expanded In Kansas In 1974, Maine In 1975, 
1 
Julia Newcomer and Elivs C. Stephens, "A Summary of Patterns of Unit 
Composition at Public Higher Education Institution Involved In Collective 
Bargaining," Journal of Collective Bargaining in the Public Sector. Vol. I 
No. 2, 1982, p. 89. 
2 
A.C. Coe, "Collective Bargaining: Role for Students and Student 
Personnel Administrators," Journal of College Student Personnel, XIX: 6, 
November 1977, pp. 511-16. 
3 
See statutory references to selected personnel Issues and their 
scope^bargalnIng In twenty-four states, P.139-142. 
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and California In 1978. Most of these states are In the north and north¬ 
east; the only southern state Is Florida. No states have passed enabling 
legislation since 1975.* 
During the decade of the 1970’s and early 1980's, Judicial decisions 
have served to define the legal ground of collective bargaining In public 
higher education. During this period a substantial amount of litigation 
has arisen In public higher education, and many of these cases have been 
Involved In both the procedural and operational aspects of colleglallty of 
collective bargaining. The literature as well as legal documents disclose 
that these decisions clearly Identified legal Issues associated with colle¬ 
glallty In academic bargaining. 
Due to economic, political and reorgan IzatIona I changes In public 
Institutions of higher education, college faculty members and admini¬ 
strators are, more than ever before, being placed In situations where 
state statutes, litigation, and judicial decisions are affecting their 
Individual and collective Interests. 
At a time when risk exists In the failure to follow legally defined 
procedures while negotiation, It will not longer suffice to do what one 
thinks Is best. With the advent of collective bargaining In more colleges 
each year, educators must become aware of the new legal mandates that affect 
i 
Newcomer, p. 91. 
12 
them during and after the collective bargaining process.' 
Many educators condemn collective bargaining while others constantly 
extol Its virtues; however, regardless on the matter, the operational as¬ 
pects of this Issue rest within the confines of agreements that can be 
developed between the faculty and administration. Due to many problems 
and changes facing educational Institutions, many colleges and universi¬ 
ties are seeking to widen the range of employment possibilities which 
offer flexibility In dealing with matters pertaining to personnel deci¬ 
sions. Such action encourages employees to seek protective measure through 
collegial agreements that will ensure stable working conditions and fringe 
benefits. These opposing defensive positions pose Important problems for 
all concerned with higher education when negotiations are sought to protect 
Individual and Institutional Interests. State and federal courts Increasing¬ 
ly are being Invited to provide a forum to settle specific Issues regarding 
colleglallty In governance at public Institutions. 
In 1975, the United States Supreme Court held that officials at public 
Institutions could be personally liable for actions they knew or should have 
2 
known which deprived colleagues of well settled constitutional rights. This 
decision, then, Is a harbinger of the fact that all educators are well advised 
1 
Patricia A. Hollander, Legal Handbook for Education (Boulder, 
Colorado: Westvlew Press, 1978), p.v. 
2 Wood vs. Strickland. 420 U.S. 308 (8th Clr. 1975) 
13 
to familiarize themselves with laws, regulations and court decisions pertaining 
to colleglallty In Institutional governance. With such background they could 
apply appropriate collegial policies and procedures when negotiating with their 
peers, therefore, avoiding unnecessary legal claims. 
Ihfi-EcaLLsm 
The literature of post-secondary collective bargaining Is general In 
nature. In essence, It Is a narrative of the collective bargaining process 
In higher education, from either a support Ive,defens Ive or condemning view. 
Due to statutory differences among states and the recent entry by state and 
federal courts In collective bargaining litigation concerning colleglallty, 
this vital Issue Is In need of review. 
Eurp-ase 
The purpose of this study Is to analyze state and federal court 
cases to determine the effect bargaining has had on colleglallty In 
participatory management dec I s Ion-makIng In public Institutions as 
It occurred during the 1960's through 1981. This will be accomp¬ 
lished by the following: 
1) Identification of state and federal court cases on collective 
bargaining which resolve selected personnel collegial Issues 
In collective bargaining In public higher education; 
2) Implications that enabling legislation and court decisions 
have for education unions In regard to selected collegial 
Issues In public Institutions of higher learning. 
Importance of the Study 
This research will identify the legal position In which the 
college educator has been placed as determined by the courts when 
14 
collegial collective bargaining litigations have been ruled on 
according to constitutional law. 
The many ramifications of state statutes and constitutional 
provisions rest ultimately upon the court's Interpretation of them 
which results In a body of laws defining collegial Interest In 
personnel governance of public education Institutions. 
As college educators debate and evaluate the benefits and short 
comings of collective bargaining, they must take Into consideration the 
Implications of court decisions for present and future directions when 
collegial Issues are considered for negotiation. It Is Important that 
-oliege educators make sure they understand the legal elements of colle¬ 
gial Ity In order to detect and Identify legal pitfalls when they bargain 
with their peers. 
Indeed, since employment opportunities are few, and budget 
reductions tend to limit or restrict appointment at most public higher 
education Institutions, It Is apparent that college faculties will be 
more Inclined to protect their Interest through the bargaining process 
when personnel governance Issues are considered. 
Faced with such possibilities, administrators and faculty members 
need a concise source of legal Information on collegialIty In collective 
bargaining from a legislative and litigious judiciary perspective. This 
research Is directed to that end. 
15 
LImitations 
The Interprétât ions resulting from this study are restricted to the 
legal meaning of colleglallty In collective bargaining as determined by 
state legislative acts and state and federal court decisions. 
The collegial matters under consideration are restricted to the 
following personnel areas: termination of tenured and non-tenured 
faculty, retrenchment due to financial exigency, and dismissal, gover¬ 
ning race and sex discrimination. 
Heflnltlap. p.t .Terms 
Arbitration - The process of referring disputes between employers 
and employment of all workers In a bargaining unit through direct nego- 
l 
11 at ion. 
.CollegialIty - The concept of shared authority In declslon-makIng 
characterized by Joint faculty-administration committees or delibera¬ 
tion bodies. Management and employees exercise Joint responsibility.2 
EnablIng Legislation - Laws which allow public employees to 
3 
organize Into association and bargain as a single entity. 
i 
Molly Garfln, Collective Bargaining In Higher Education: 
BIbllography No. 5. (New York: The National Center for the Study of 
Collective Bargaining In Higher Education, 1977), p. 114 
z 
jjiid., p. 118. 
3 
Molly Garfln, £olJ.ect J.ye.B.arga 1 DJrig—InJügiisr.LducatJan; 
Bibliography No. 6r (New York: The National Center for the Study of 
Collective Bargaining In Higher Education, 1978), 0. 84. 
16 
1 
Faculty - Those employed by a college or university In a 
professional capacity; can refer to administrative or teaching 
professional personnel. 
2 Mandamus - A command by a court that a certain act be performed. 
3 
Remand a Case - To send a case back to the court where It would be 
heard for further proceeding. 
This study Is presented In six chapters. Chapter I consists of 
the problem and gives a brief Introduction (rationale) to the concept of 
collective bargaining In public higher education and discusses the 
Impact colleglallty has had on public Institutions during this process. 
Chapter II offers a suggested theoretical framework. Chapter III picks 
up the research questions governing the study, the methodology, and the 
general procedures and sources of data used In the study. Chapter IV 
presents a brief review of the literature related to selected collegial 
personnel Issues In collective bargaining. Chapter V presents the find¬ 
ings In relation to the research questions. Chapter VI presents the sum¬ 
mary, findings, conclusions, Implications, and recommendations for fur¬ 
ther research. 
1 
JMd., p. 87. 
2 Ibid., p. 88. 
3 George M. Johnson, Education Law. (East Lansing, Michigan State 




The operation and declslon-makIng of the traditional college and 
university have been base upon the establishment of a hierarchy of 
authority which has served to determine what decisions will be made and 
who would participate In the process. However, many faculty members In 
higher education have come to feel that they are peers with administra¬ 
tive officers and should share In decision-making and Joint management 
when mutual Interests and Issues are determined that affect the educatio¬ 
nal community. The faculty wants to set up a framework with mangagemnt 
that will review personnel concerns prior to the final decision making 
process. This collegial effort by both parties would ensure less liti¬ 
gation, save time and money, and promote trust within the confines of 
the academic community. 
With the evident of legitimate collective bargaining In the latter 
half of the 1960fs, there has been an attempt by faculty organizations 
to seek opportunities to work and make decisions with management as an 
academic team. By bargaining and seeking legislative support In the 
several states, along with Judicial Interpretations, the faculty In 
public Institutions have charted a course leading toward the mutual 
management of collegial Issues that once were the domain of the college 
and university administration. 
18 
Writers, faculty members, and administrators ascribe specific 
causes to the advent of faculty bargaining In higher education 
Institutions In America. Among causes commonly listed are a lack of 
concern demonstrated by college administrators toward allowing faculty 
members adequate participatory Influences In deciding personnel and ad¬ 
ministrative Issues that Impact on their professional concerns.1 Those 
seemingly arbitrary and capricious Institutional personnel practices 
such as dismissal of tenured and non-tenured faculty, retrenchment due 
to financial exigency, and racial and sex discrimination cause faculty 
members much concern. 
Academic Issues concerning personnel dismissals are considered by 
faculty as Joint administrative matters that should be handled with 
more concurrence by both parties. 
Those Issues affect the status of higher education Institutions and 
the prestige and power of the faculty. The legalization of collective 
bargaining for public college employees In twenty-four states provides 
legal authority and a basis for faculty participation In campus 
governance. College faculties emphasize Input In matters that are 
designed to Impact their status and economic and political future on 
the public college campus. 
While the faculty Is opting for more shared governance and power 
In public higher education Institutions through collective bargaining, 
the college administrators are concerned that they may lose too much of 
1 
George W. Angel I (ed). Faculty and Teachers Bargaining. 
(Lexington, Kentucky: D.C. Heath and Company, 1981), p. 1. 
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their traditional declslon-makIng ability and thus are challenging the 
shared governance Initiatives by the faculty with legislative and judi¬ 
cial Intervention. 
This powerplay conflict has weakened the faculty and administrator’s 
ability to reason and compromise. Therefore, the only recourse for solving 
major facuIty/admlnIstratIve personnel and administrative Issues Is through 
a third party—the state legislature or court. 
This conceptual framework reflects how bargaining negotiators seek 
to enhance their management Initiatives In applying existing legislation 
and further Influencing court decisions by collective action and aggre¬ 
ssive maneuvering through the bargaining process. The end result deter¬ 
mines who manages collegial concerns and to what extent. 
The negotiators, faculty, and administration emphasize the Impor¬ 
tance of determining Institutional policy and promoting Interests that 
are purported to enhance their power and decision-making ability. Speci¬ 
fic Issues such as tenure and financial exigency are delineated and ne¬ 
gotiated. Barring a compromise, one party or the other seeks a remedy 
through enabling legislation to determine Its scope, and usually de¬ 
mand litigation In order to secure the right to Implement predeter¬ 
mined policies regarding the Issue(s) under consideration. 
The Impact of legislation or Judicial Interpretation on the col¬ 
lective bargaining process regarding specific Issues will take the form 
of reducing or enlarging (a) shared decisions, and (b) Joint responsi¬ 
bility for management responsibilities by one of the parties or both. 
20 
1+ Is certain to have a differential feedback on faculty and admini¬ 
strative emphasis on collegial Issues and the extent to which legis¬ 
lative or court action Is pursued when future approaches to Issues 
are negotiated during the bargaining process. 
According to Carlton and Goodwin, the position of college union¬ 
ists on governance Issues such as faculty salaries and other condl 
tlons of employment—financial exigency, tenure, Internal management 
and general working conditions—should be attained through the collec- 
l 
tlve bargaining process. They contend that there Is no other process 
that will enable the faculty to redress the Imbalance between the In¬ 
dividual employed professional and the administration or governing body 
in public Institutions. 
i 
Patrick W. Carlton and Harold I. Goodwin (eds), The CollectIve 
Hilanma: Negotiation In Education. (Worthington, Ohio: Charles A. 




The study Is designed to determine the effect bargaining has had 
on colleglallty In participatory management decision-making on selected 
personnel Issues such as tenure, non-tenure, retrenchment due to finan¬ 
cial exigency, and discrimination In public higher education Institu¬ 
tions during the late 1960’s through 1981. 
The following research questions guide the study to determine the 
degree specific collegial Issues have been negotiated In collective bar¬ 
gaining In public higher education: 
1. Has collective bargaining legislation emphasized collegial 
Issues during the negotiating process? 
2. What trends have developed In enabling legislation that 
denote colleglallty In governance In public higher education 
Institutions? 
3. What legal principles of law have been established by the 
courts In case law to govern selected collegial Issues 
embraced by faculty groups? 
4. What Implications for the profession on education do the 
legislation and court decisions have In regard to future 
collegial concerns In public higher education? 
The researcher reviewed the literature on collective bargaining In 
public higher education and analyzed selected state legislative acts and 
state and federal court cases which Impact upon and determine the law 
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regard +o collegial Ity In collective bargaining as It applies to specific 
personnel and administrative Issues In higher education Institutions. To 
ensure access to the Information listed above, liaison was established 
with the library facilities at Atlanta University, Georgia State Univer¬ 
sity, Emory University, the State of Georgia Legal Library, the National 
Center for the Study of Collective Bargaining In Higher Education, Geor¬ 
gia Association of Educators, and the American Federation of Teachers, 
AFL-CIO. 
The search was first for primary sources related to the problem stated 
In the first chapter. The sources utilized were collective bargaining en¬ 
abling legislation passed by twenty-four states and state and federal court 
cases Impacting selected personnel Issues In collective bargaining In public 
higher education. 
To explore the extent col leg la IIty has been sought during the collective 
bargaining process, It was necessary not only to examine the writings and opin¬ 
ions of legal authorities and theorists, but also the reasoning of the courts. 
Therefore, a documentary research of enabling legislation of selected states and 
case law as the primary source, with legal periodicals as a secondary source, 
was conducted to ascertain the general principles of law, cases In specific 
areas, and legal trends and principles Impacting collegial Issues In public 
higher education. 
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The da+a are Items extracted from enabling legislation and court 
cases that are statements of Interpretation of the law that Is con¬ 
tained In the court’s opinion for each case. The Importance of the 
court case as the data base lies In the fact that the courts set the 
boundaries on what actions are legal and, therefore, what action are 
possible In public higher education bargaining. 
The most authoritative legal research guide to current cases was 
used to collect case data. The first major source was the legal ency¬ 
clopedias American Jurisprudence and Corpus.Juris. The summaries of 
American law found In these two encyclopedias serve as a guide to par¬ 
ticular cases and, In turn, yield authoritative legal reference. Next, 
+he topical method of legal research was used to compose a bibliography 
of cases from the American Digest System.1 Then, a list of pertinent 
and appropriate court case citations was developed and reviewed that 
pertain to the questions considered In this research. Having these 
citations, the next source of Information was the cases themselves. 
The cases are found In the National Reporter System Publications: 
the Regional Reporters, the Federal Reporter, the Federal Supplement, 
and the Supreme Court Reporter. 
i 
The digest system Is an Index to court cases from the entire 
field of law arranged under major headings, such as "Colleges and 
Universities." The subject Is divided Into different questions which 
have been litigated with respect to that topic or Issue under 
Investigation. 
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All cases In this research were analyzed according to standard 
legal procedure. According to Lamorte, significant Information may be 
extracted from court decisions by employing an orderly process sometimes 
referred to as "briefing a case." Categories of Information Included 
In a case analysis are the title and citation of the case, the level or 
type of court hearing of the case, the relevant facts Involved In the 
case, the holding or holdings of the court, the legal prlnclple(s) 
underlying the decision, and the significance of the decision regarding 
l 
future action of Individuals or tnstltuttons. 
State codes of Individuals states were examined; the American Law 
Reporter was reviewed for annotations of the topics being researched. 
Also, Shepard’s state citation was used to check pertinent provisions 
as to history and treatment regarding state statutes and court cases In 
the areas of colleglallty In collective bargaining.1 2 
Ample legislative actions and court cases on the subject of the 
study Justify going directly to the final authority—enabling legisla¬ 
tion and court decisions—to acquire data for this research. 
1 
Michael W. Lamorte, School Law Cases and Concepts. (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hal I, Inc., 1982), p. 369. 
2 
Citing a case Is a device that enables the legal researcher to 
determine statutory enactment. It enables one to determine whether a 
ruling was followed, modified, or overruled In a later decision and 
whether It Is still applicable case law. A court decision can be 
rendered Irrelevant by the enactment of a statute at a later time or by 
an overruling court decision. 
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The National Center for the Study of Collective Bargaining In 
Higher Education, located at Baruch College In New York, also publishes 
annual bibliographies on collective bargaining that contain all note¬ 
worthy Judicial decisions rendered In state and federal courts that 
pertain to the bargaining process In education. The National Center’s 
bibliographies were researched to establish the evolution of higher 
education collective bargaining court decisions from the early 1970's 
through 1981. The bibliographies Index cases by subject headings such 
as "union rights" and "governance;" then, the subject Is divided Into 
different categories which have been litigated with respect to the 
i 
topic under consideration. Each case was examined to determine Its 
eiatlon to the research questions Implicit within the study. 
Enabling legislation was researched In selected states and careful 
comparison was made between the content of each state's enabling legisla¬ 
tion to verify references to shared governance In collective bargaining 
In public higher education Institutions. The provision of state statutes, 
Including stipulating mandating, stipulating permitting, and silence re¬ 
garding colleglallty In collective bargaining for public higher education 
i 
Molly Garfin, Collective.BgrflaLDJ.na.Jn-Hiaher.JEduc.atlcn 
BIblloqraphy. Nos. 8-9 (New York: The National Center for the Study 
of Collective Bargaining In Higher Education and the Profession, 1981), 
pp.112-125. Also see Collective Bargaining Jn Higher Education 
BIbllography. Nos. 5-7 by Molly Garfin (New York: The National 
Center for the Study of Collective Bargaining In Higher Education and 
the Profession, 1976). pp. 1-127. 
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institution employees Is presented on charts in Appendix III. 
After the final cases were selected, they were reviewed In depth 
and analyzed for legal principles and the current status of the law as 
developed from the decisions and the reasoning of the courts. 
The holdings of the courts of law, and enabling legislation provide 
the primary basis for testing the validity of legality of policies and 
regulations derived from the decisions and statutes of the states. A 
major portion of the research Involved focused on legislation and court 
cases, both state and federal, that Impact upon the degree of colleglallty 
In public higher education bargaining and the subsequent legal Implications 
which may follow for the profession of education In public Institutions. 
Cases reported by the courts of the states and the United States were 
analyzed according to the following pattern: 
1. Title and permanent citation of each case was recorded, 
Including the date of the decision. 
2. Designation was made of the court(s) Involved In the 
decision, and the form of action was ascertained. 
3. Relief sought by the plaintiff was stated. 
4. The facts of the case were reviewed. 
5. The decision of the court and the principles of law upon 
which the decision was based were reported. 
In order to analyze the cases properly, each case was placed Into 
one of four general categories examined by this study. These categories 
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were (1) tenure, (2) non-tenure, (3) financial exigency, and (4) dis¬ 
crimination, racial and sex. All cases reviewed were major state and 
federal litigation taken from states with enabling legislation that 
allow collective bargaining In public higher education. The cases 
were considered chronologically In each category. All the facts and 
Information needed for analyzing the Issues and to answer the questions 
addressed In the study were found by the procedure described above. 
Research bias was minimized by Including all applicable cases 
within the specified time frame. Interpretation of the law was that 
of the courts, not that of the researcher. The objective was restricted 
to determining how the courts Interpret the collective bargaining process 
while handing down decisions to questions raised by litigious parties. 
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CHAPTER IV 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The practice of looking at collective bargaining as a systematic 
process for educators In public higher education Is a relatively new 
phenomenon for both faculty and administration. Collective negotiation 
Is approximately two decades old as It pertains to public higher educa¬ 
tion In the United States. Even though collective bargaining Is a rela¬ 
tively new system used by many colleges and universities, Its growth Is 
expected to expand In all regions of the nation because of current economic 
trends and changing perspectives of many Institutions that cause shifts In 
personnel, financial deprivation, and other uncertainties for educators. 
History 
Research of the literature covers several dimensions of the bargaining 
process. It explores unionization In public Institutions of higher learning 
and selected personnel management Issues that Impact upon collegial governance 
In public higher education. These Issues are tenure, non-tenure, financial 
exigency, and racial and sex discrimination. 
What Is collective bargaining? According to Webster, collective bar¬ 
gaining Is "negotiation for the settlement of the terms of a collective 
agreement between an employer or group of employees on one side and a union 
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or number of unions on the other."1 Such agreements usually cover wage 
rates, hours of labor, fringe benefits, and working conditions. Burnett 
defines collective bargaining as the combination of two fundamental ele¬ 
ments: the act of negotiating In actual bargaining sessions and the more 
a 
Informed relationship created during the Implementation of the contract. 
He also suggests that collective bargaining typically Involved problem- 
oriented consultation between the parties and administration of the grie¬ 
vance system. 
Historically, the study of collective bargaining In public higher ed¬ 
ucation became a serious Issue In the late 1960’s. Means and Sernas note 
■l->+ collective negotiation made a significant Inroad Into the American 
professoriate In 1969 when the first union contract took effect at major 
four-year colleges and universities. Their volume also has a collection 
of facts and figures regarding faculty collective bargaining; It also hlgh- 
3 
lights the growth of bargaining from 1969 to 1975. The major section of 
the book contains a glossary of bargaining terms and shows the format for 
1 
Philip Gove (ec.) Webster’s Third New International Dictionary. 
(Massachusetts: G & C Merrlam Co., 1976), p. 445. 
2 
Collins W. Burnett (ed.). Legal Problems In Higher Education. 
(Kentucky: University of Kentucky, Vo I. XLVI, No. 3, 1974), p. 37. 
3 
Howard B. Means and Phillip W. Sernas, Faculty Collectlve 
Bargaining. (Washington: Editorial Project for Education, 1976), 
pp. 1-9. 
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organizing a union. 
Garbarlno reviews the history of collective bargaining In his book. 
He states that In 1968-69 the City University of New York and Central 
Michigan University attracted substantial public attention as the first 
i 
Instances of faculty unionization at four-year Institutions. 
Historically collective bargaining, which Is a form of governance 
once bargaining has been formalized by consenting parties, has now be¬ 
come a common phenomenon In American higher education. 
Causal Factors In Unionization 
With more colleges becoming unionized, what are some of the reasons 
for this activity? Again Garbarlno appears to have Identified the problem 
and the reasons campus unionization Is on the rise. From reviews of his 
book, Faculty Bargaining; Change and Conflict and his article of the same 
name In the Journal of Higher Education, It appears that the faculty union 
movement Is a response to the dramatic changes that occurred with rapidity 
2 
In higher education at the end of the 1960’s. Chapter One Is an excellent 
summary of the specifics of these changes, which Include an expansion In size, 
a change In the structure of the function of the system of higher education, 
and changes In student policy toward collective bargaining. Mortimer agrees 
with Garbarlno about the reasons for college bargaining. He states that the 
Increasing size of the faculty has give rise to collective bargaining where 
1 
J.W. Garbarlno, Faculty Bargaining; Change and Conflict. (New 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1975), p. 51. 
2 
Joseph Garbarlno, "Faculty Gaining: Change and Conflict:, Journal 
.Education» Vol. 47, 1976, p. 348. 
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approximately 60 percent of American professoriate has become a pro¬ 
fession of younger people, who are especially likely to support collec¬ 
tive bargaining.' 
During the decade of the 1970’s collective bargaining was one of the 
major concerns of faculty members. Because of tight budgets and fewer 
opportunities for the faculty to move to better positions at other uni¬ 
versities, many teachers In four-year Institutions gave consideration to 
the advantages of bargaining to Improve their professional status on their 
campus. 
Bargaining between employees and the employer Is not an Impossible 
task according to some bargaining experts. The problem for the academic 
world Is that colleglallty suffers greatly when negotiations are Initiated 
between the faculty and administration. Walker and his associates believe 
bargaining, as used In the business world, Is Inappropriate for resolving 
disputes In the academic world. They propose an alternative approach to 
bargaining that capitalized on both the spirit of colleglallty and the 
pluralistic democracy by which most post-secondary Institutions function. 
Using the collegial model, the machinery of final review (due process) Is 
maintained by mutual consent primarily by the administrations; however, 
i 
Kenneth P. Mortimer, Sharing Authority Effectively. (California: 
Jossey-Bass, 1978), p. 49. 
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this decision also Involves faculty review.' Persistent disagreement can be 
taken to final, binding arbitration. 
Disagreeing with Walker on the colleglallty Issues, Ryor takes the posi¬ 
tion that there Is no colleglallty on college campuses. He states that there 
Is a split between faculty and administration which has cause American higher 
2 
education Institutions to evolve Into massive business enterprises. While some 
administrators continue to be appointed from faculty ranks, thereby wearing two 
hats, most Institutions have hired administrative specialists who brought with 
them a revolution In academic management. This trend seems to decrease and the 
chance for prolonged agreements between the faculty and administration because 
outsiders are Interfering with old established patterns of cooperation between 
+he faculty and administration. 
impact of Collective Bargaining 
Since many public higher Institutions have adopted collective bargaining, 
another serious concern has been who will make school policy. Governance has 
always been shared at some colleges and universities but with the advent of 
collective bargaining many Institutions find serious problems developing over 
this Important Issue. 
_ 
Donald E. Walker, David Feldman and Greg Stone, "Colleglallty and 
Collective Bargainings An Alternative Perspective," Education Recordr 
(Spring 1976, Vol. 57, No. 2), p. 119. 
2 
John Ryor, "Who Killed ColleglalItyr" Change. (June/July, 1978), 
Vol. 10, No. 6, pp. 11-12. 
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Baldridge and Kemerer considered the Impact of bargaining on the tradi¬ 
tional process of academic governance, particularly faculty senates. Their 
research draws the following conclusions: (1) on the unionized campuses se¬ 
nates had little Influence, (2) and In the late stages unions expanded their 
influence Into traditional senate areas such as making policy on grades, who 
would graduate, and who would become a department head.’ They contend that 
Increase In union power at the expense of the college senate Is often blamed 
on state laws which arm the union with legal weapons to use against the admi¬ 
nistration thereby causing college senates to give up their traditionally 
2 
shared governance. 
Begin also states that bargaining statutes have the potential to alter 
traditional governance mechanisms through the Interpretation of the statutory 
scope of negotiations or by agencies set up to administer the laws or sometimes 
3 
by the courts. 
Judicial Aspects of Collective Bargaining 
Literature on the legal aspects of public higher education bargaining 
Is not as extensive as source materials on the history of bargaining and the 
1 Victor Baldridge and Frank Kemerer, "Academic Senates and 
Collectlve Bargaining," Journal of Higher Education. (July/August, 
1976), pp. 391-411. 
2 
Ibid., pp. 391-411. 
3 James P. Begin, "Statutory Definition of the Scope of 
Negotiations," Journal of Higher Education. (1978), Vo I. 39, No. 3, 
pp. 247-255. 
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bargaining process. However, sources are available that give case refe¬ 
rences to litigation by faculty and administration. Edwards concurs with 
this observation when he states that there are relatively few significant 
laws, administrative regulations, or Judicial opinions that have been 
written solely for higher education. He finds, however, that the past de- 
ade has witnessed an extraordinary proliferation In legislation and Judicial 
i 
opinions Impact In public higher education. 
William Kaplan’s book on collective bargaining contains a number of con- 
titutlonal as well as statutory Issues affecting higher education. It also 
Includes a brief history of collective bargaining In higher education and 
reviews some of the relationships of various members of the campus and com- 
urnty, and addresses the law's Impact on particular roles, functions and re- 
2 
ponslb11 It les of administrators. 
Tenure. For most college teachers, Job security Is a basic and Important 
concern. The purpose of this section of the literature review Is to direct 
attention to the employment relationship between professors and Institutions 
by considering the dismissal or the non-renewal of contracts of both tenured 
and non-tenured faculty members. 
Harry T. Edwards, Higher Education and the Law. (Massachusetts: 
Institute for Educational Management, 1979), pp. 296-346. 
2 William Kaplan, The Law of Higher Education (Washington, D.C., 
Jossey-Bass, 1979), pp. 95-107. 
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Decisions handed down by the courts within the federal and state Judi¬ 
cial system constitute an excellent source of Information about the employment 
situation In public higher education. (See Chapter 5). 
According to Alexander and Solomon, tenured faculty can be removed, but 
only for cause and only after going through proper procedures. If litigation 
does develop, the generally accepted grounds for terminating tenured faculty 
are Incompetency, Insubordination, Immorality, neglect of duty or other good 
t 
causes. However, Olswang and Fantel state that personnel decision, particu¬ 
larly those Involving the retention or non-retention of faculty, and the award 
or denial of tenure, have always been based on the premise of excellent past 
performance and anticipated future promise.2 
In AAUP v. Bloomfield College.3 only If there are valid Institutional 
financial exigencies or at times of retirement can termination be carried 
out without strict adherence to those protections stated by Alexander and 
So Iomon. 
The determination of cause for discharge Involves an analysis of what 
Is and Is not protected under the contract of tenure, and what procedure 
1 
K. Alexander and E.X. Solomon, College and University Law. 
(Charlottesville: The MItchle Company, 1979), p. 355. 
2 Steve G. Olswang and June I. Fantel, "Tenure and Periodic 
Performance Review: Compatible Legal and Administrative Principles," 
■journal.of. Law and..Education, Voi. 7, No. 1-2, 1980-81, p. 1. 
3 
AAUP v. Bloomfield College. 129 N.J. Super 249, (1974). 
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dictates the dismissal process. The procedure safeguards of academic tenure 
may be based In state statutes, contracts and the federal constitution. 
.Non-tenure. The most active and perhaps the most confused area of 
litigation Is concerning the rights of the non-tenured teacher. While 
there Is little doubt that a non-tenured teacher cannot be discharged 
for constitutionally Impermissible reasons, such as the exercise of 
First Amendment rights, the present legal controversy centers around 
the claim of such teacher that the due process clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendment requires a statement of reason for the termination of their 
employment and a hearing to determine the validity of the reason.1 
The primary distinction between professors being tenured or non- 
tenured Is statutory. Tenure status basically requires the professor 
to be employed for a probationary period of specified length, and If 
■ ne college wishes to continue the employment beyond this period, that 
Institution will then develop a relationship with the teacher that Is 
permanent. 
Non-tenure denotes working less than the required statutory period, 
whereby the professor seldom has any right to permanent employment. The 
problem for the non-tenured professor according to Richardson and Bean Is 
whether he has any rights and protections or simply holds his position at 
the sufferance of his superiors. The uncertainty seems In part from the 
t 
J. Hendrick, Jr., "Non-tenured Teachers and Due Process: The 
Right to a Hearing and Statement of Reasons," Washington and Lee Law 
Review, 29, 1972, p. 101. 
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1 
right-privilege dichotomy. Public employment Is a privilege, not a right 
right subject to the protection of the due process clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendment. 
However, Pickering v. Board of Education suggest that a non-tenured 
teacher has certain rights. It states that due process Includes both sub- 
tantlve and procedural rights. A non-tenured person has a substantive con- 
tltutlonal right to free speech under the First Amendment. If evidence proves 
that non-tenure or termination resulted from exercising the right of free 
speech, such dismissal has been held unconstitutional.1 2 
Unless evidence of statutory, contractual, or constitutional rights can 
be produced to the contrary, most non-tenured employment, has no right to 
notice of non-reappointment, no right to a hearing, and no right to a reason 
for non-reappointment. 
However, In situations where a non-tenured person alleges that there was 
an expectancy of further employment or that non-renewal was due to a consti¬ 
tutionally Impermissible reason, the literature reveals that the person has 
the burden of proof of providing such allegations at the hearing provided by 
the employer. 
Financial Exigency. In Krotkoff v. Goucher financial exigency Is viewed 
1 
Marlzer Richardson and Ken Bean, "Academic Freedom and Faculty 
Tenure" Legal Problem In Higher Education. (Lexington, Kentucky, 
Bureau of School Service Bulletin, 1975), p. 34. 
2 
Pickering v. Board of Education. 391, U. S. 563, (1968). 
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as a valid basis upon which to effect the termination of a tenured faculty 
member.* Different due process requirements are attached when financial 
2 
exigency Is the basis of tenured faculty layoffs, since such actions are 
based on Institutional necessity, and not on a personal deficiency or fa¬ 
culty member’s actions. According to Johnson v. Board of Regents public 
Institution's faculty members may be terminated when a financial exigency 
exists, whether It Is explicitly stated In the Individual contract or unl- 
3 
verslty bylaws, or not stated at all. 
Making decisions that a financial exigency exist rest with the governing 
board of the Institutions. Prior to the termination of tenured or non-tenured 
faculty members to save money for an Institution, It requires a showing of good 
4 
faith fostered by necessity. Procedures applicable to termination for cause 
are not fully applicable In financial exigency terminations. Due process pro¬ 
tections In exigency situations may be applied after Identification of lay-off 
personnel, but before final action Is taken.5 
Krotkoff v. Goucher Col lege. 585, F. 2d. 675, (4th CIr. 1978). 
2 Johnson v. Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin 
iyslsm, 377 F. Supp. 277 (M.D. Wls. 1974), jff.'.d.wltbBlil-gplQJgJl 510 F. 




Levitt b. Board of Trustees, of the Nebraska State College. 376 F. 
Supp. 945. (D. Neb. 1978). 
K11 en y.»- Board of Higher Educat ion of the.City of New York. 434 
F. Supp. (S.D. N.Y. 1977). 
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1+ Is generally agreed by the courts that minimal due process pro¬ 
tection of the faculty Is provided In financial exigency situations; but 
the Institution has sufficient flexibility to make decisions In matters 
that best serve Its long-term Interest. 
Discrimination. Racial and Sex. Since the early 1970*s many college 
administrations have been concerned about discrimination, both racial and 
sexual bias, when hiring or dismissing personnel. Affirmative action pro¬ 
grams to Increase the racial and ethnic balances of faculty members In public 
Institutions have been In conflict with faculty practice of sharing In the 
selection of new personnel. 
According to Portlg and Smith, discrimination In higher education Is not 
a phenomenon like campus unrest that undergoes periods of dormancy and then 
l 
periods of flaming urgency. It Is a problem that Is evident In all states, 
thereby making It necessary for many victims to ask the courts to decide dis¬ 
criminatory practices on many occasions. 
In the case of .SoJaimx..Nett,Y.si:L.Slate.Oman.Rights.AppeaL..BaaLd, a white 
professor was dismissed from an African studies program and alleged that he was 
i 
Janet H. Portlg and Barbara G. Smith, "Affirmative Action 
Program: Explanation and Implications for Higher Education from the 
Legal Perspective," Legal Problems In Higher Education (Lexington, 
Kentucky: Bureau of School Service Bui I et In, 1974), p. 53 
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discriminated against because he was white.’ Other cases with similar 
2 
allegations, either racial or sexual, are Byron v. University of Florida. 
3 
Kutska v. CalIfornla. and others that will be reviewed In Chapter 5. 
With the burden of proof being on the plaintiff In discrimination 
cases, It entails much cooperation between the victims, educational 
Institutions, and their unions If Justice Is to prevail. 
In this brief review of some of the literature by experts on 
collective bargaining In higher education, the reviewer discusses 
material on the general history of collective bargaining In public 
higher education, the bargaining process, colleglalIty, governance and 
a short legal review of how the law relates to public higher education. 
Summary 
The literary sources Included In this remains were selected to be 
Illustrative of different research methods and at the same time review 
major concepts of bargaining. While this review does cover all Issues 
related to collective negotiation In colleges, It does give a detailed 
understanding of the Issues researched In this study. 
i 
-SQlgmgELXt _Natt -Y-sek. iLtaig .Human. RI ghts Appeal .Baar.d, 417 N.Y.S. 
S. 2d. 805 (Sup. Ct. A.D. 1979). 
Byrom^JLfn.I.ver&lty..gf. Florida, 403 F. Supp. (49 ND. Fla. 1975). 
3 




PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
This study Is designed to determine the effect bargaining has had on 
colleglallty In participatory management dec I s Ion-makIng on selected per¬ 
sonnel Issues such as tenure, non-tenure, retrenchment due to financial 
exigency, and discrimination In public higher education Institutions as 
It occurred during the late 1960’s through 1981. 
To accomplish this end, cases reported by the courts of the state and 
United States were analyzed according to the following pattern: 
1. Title and permanent citation of each case was recorded 
Including the date of the decision. 
2. Designation was made of the court(s) Involved In the 
decision, and the form of action was ascertained. 
3. Relief sought by the plaintiff was stated. 
4. The facts of the case were reviewed. 
5. The decision of the court and the principles of law upon 
which the decision was based was reported. 
In order to analyze the cases properly, each case was placed Into one 
of four general categories examined by this study. These categories were 
(1) tenure, (2) non-tenure, (3) financial exigency and (4) discrimination, 
racial and sex. All cases reviewed were major state and federal litigation 
taken from states with enabling legislation that allow collective bargaining 
In public higher education. The cases were considered chronologically In 
each category. All the facts and Information needed for analyzing the Issues 
and to answer the questions addressed In this study were found by the procedure 
described above. 
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Tenure has always been a major concern of the faculty In public 
higher education. The faculty wants Job security and the right to 
teach without being dismissed In an arbitrary and capricious manner. 
Tenure Is a creature of local or state statutes and generally can be 
acquired only by compliance with the terms and conditions set forth In 
the statute. However, there are Instances where tenure can be acquired 
by consecutive contracts with an Institution of higher learning Inde¬ 
pendent of any statute. Tenure laws provide for the fundamental due 
process elements of notice and an opportunity for a hearing In dis¬ 
missal proceeding for tenured faculty. 
College administrators have dismissed tenured college faculty 
members for a variety of reasons - Incompetency, Immoral or unpro¬ 
fessional conduct, serious Insubordination and other good and Just 
causes - sometimes with or without a hearing. A brief analysis of 
dismissal cases will Illuminate the Judicial approach to the problem. 
Cases on Termination (Tenure) 
A full professor at San Francisco State College had been dismissed 
In the 1950's for refusing to sign a loyalty oath. Even though he had 
tenure, he was dismissed without reservations. In 1967 the California 
loyalty oath was declared unconstitutional, and the professor requested 
reinstatement and restoration of lost salary and pension rights. The 
Board of Trustees refused and the professor sought relief In the courts. 
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The trial court dismissed the professor’s petition and he appealed.1 The 
Supreme Court of California reversed the trial court on these principles: 
1. Tenured employees can be dismissed from their position only 
after a notice and a hearing and only for statutorily 
prescribed causes. 
2. Since the loyalty oath was Invalidated In 1968, the former 
teacher's right to reinstatement did not occur until the 
trustees refused to reinstate him. 
3. Reasonable consideration could not justify denying 
reinstatement to the professor who was dismissed for 
exercising a constitutionally protected right. 
4. The Board of Trustees could reorder the dismissal, after a 
hearing and a notice, If there were grounds to Justify the 
professor's dismissal from his tenured position. 
5. The former professor was entitled to lost pay and benefits 
accrued after his right to reinstatement. 
Denna Metzger, a tenured college English teacher, was ordered 
reinstated by a California Superior Court after being dismissed by Los 
Angeles Junior College District for using materials In her class that 
were profane, sexually explicit and generally offensive to college au¬ 
thorities. She was dismissed on charges of Immoral conduct and unfit¬ 
ness for service. The trial court ordered Metzger reinstated and the 
2 
Board of Trustees appealed. The California Supreme Court affirmed the 
1 
Monroe v. Trustees of CaLIfornla State College. 491 P. 2d 1105 
(1971). 
2 
Bosrdo.f. Trustees of Los Angeles. .Junior. College. Blslr-iclx. 
Metzger. 50, P. 2d 1172 (Sup. Cal. 1972). 
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lower court's decision with the following principles; 
1. Evidence used for Illustrative purposes does not determine 
that one Is guilty of Immoral conduct or evident unfitness of 
service at a state school. 
2. Due to the Isolated nature of the occurrences, the absence of 
college regulations defining the content and suitability of 
supplemental teaching materials and the willingness of the 
teacher to cooperate with college officials serves to show 
that no Immoral conduct was involved. 
3. Judgment does not Insulate tenured teachers from 
disciplinary action when they use Indecent or profane 
IIterature. 
An arbitrator In New York ordered an art teacher reappointed as an 
Instructor at a college In Brooklyn. Upon affirmation by the lower 
i 
court the Board of Higher Education appealed. The plaintiff, Zalmar 
Perlln, had charged (1) that the Board of Education's bylaws and 
written policies had been violated relative to evaluation procedures 
and (2) discrimination against women. Prior to the arbitrator's 
ordered reappointment which, In effect, granted tenure, the president 
and vice-chancellor of the College had ruled against the teacher. The 
Supreme Court's Appellate Division affirmed the lower court In a modi¬ 
fied form on the following principles; 
1. Non-tenured teacher may be refused appointment without being 
given reasons or a hearing, and even despite recommendations 
of tenure committee. 
i 
Legislative Conference of the City University of New York v. 
Board of Higher Education of the CJtv of. New York. 330 N. Y. S. 2d 
688, affIrmed 340 N. Y. S. 2d (1972). 
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2. Exercise of academic Judgment which governs conferring of 
tenure. 
3. Power to grant tenure Is vested exclusively within the 
Jurisdiction of the Board of Higher Education. 
4. Collective bargaining agreement, containing arbitration 
provision, was not Intended to abrogate Board of Higher 
Education’s power to grant tenure. 
5. Arbitration lacks authority to direct Board of Higher 
Education to rehire Instructor. 
In-Cho Chung brought action In the United States District Court In 
Pennsylvania because he alleged that he was dismissed and denied due 
process. The court held that the failure of the administration to 
dismiss Chung during his probationary period resulted In his obtaining 
i 
tenure and being entitled to a due process hearing. The court cited 
these principles: 
1. Tenured teachers require due process hearings In state 
schools. 
2. The tenure policy of a state college becomes part of the 
contract of employment with the college. 
3. Dismissal of professor could not be based on grounds that 
he did not allow his superiors to visit his classes for 
evaluation. 
4. The Fourteenth Amendment protects property Interest In 
continuous employment In state schools. 
i 
Chung v. Park. 369 F. Supp. 959 (W.D. )Penn. 1974). 
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After consideration of the previous case, the District Court rendered 
an opinion as to whether Chung's Civil Rights were violated by his dismis¬ 
sal which followed the court ordered due process hearing.* The defendants 
gave several reasons for dismissing Chung. They were (1) because of his 
poor teaching ability, (2) lack of contributions (teaching and research) to 
the biology department, (3) his poor teaching did not permit a full assign¬ 
ment of teaching responsibilities and (4) he prevented department colleagues 
from Identifying and resolving problems by not letting them In his classroom. 
Chung was also charged with being Incompetent. The court held that the de¬ 
fendants had Justification for dismissing Chung. The court's reasoning was 
based on these principles: 
1. The burden of proof on tenured professors to produce evidence 
In dismissal hearing of bias, discrimination or other unjust 
action did not deny professor of his due process rights where 
College supported Its decision to dismiss professor for 
Incompetence and noncooperation. 
2. Since the professor did not request the College to follow 
handbook dismissal procedures, no breach of contract existed. 
In a Washington case a tenured faculty member of Green River Community 
College was dismissed by the school°s Board of Trustees. The plaintiff, 
Shirley Bowing, had been charged with (1) Inability to work with her col¬ 
leagues to the degree that the welfare of the students was affected, and 
i 
Chung v. Park. 377 F. Supp. 675 F. Supp. Affirmed F. 2d 382 (W.D. 
Penn. 1974). 
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(2) her teaching ability was also questioned. A review committee was 
formed to hear testimony and consider the evidence In the Bowing Case. 
They recommended that Shirley Bowing be retained as a faculty member, 
but the Board of Trustees refused to accept the decision and dismissed 
her on the first charge. The court concluded that their decision was 
within the College guidelines on dismissal. Falling to retain her posi¬ 
tion, Bowing filed a suit for reinstatement, and the trial Judge ruled 
In her favor on the grounds that the exclusive authority of the review 
committee had been violated. The Board appealed.1 The Washington Court 
of Appeals reversed the lower court decision on these legal principles: 
1. Tenure Is a constitutionally protected property right. Due 
process Is fundamental to community college tenure code. 
2. Due process requires a right to be heard at a proper time and 
In a manner where plaintiff can present her case and 
challenge opposition. 
3. State statute has no provision for delegation of dismissal 
power. 
4. State statute requires that faculty member be dismissed for 
cause and through due process the first decision for 
dismissal rests with the Board. 
5. Tenured teachers being dismissed by a Board of Trustees are 
required to be served with (1) a proposed decision, (2) 
findings of fact and conclusions of law, and (3) an 
opportunity to be heard. 
521, 
Bowing v. Board of Trustees of Green River Community. Col.Leae. 
P. 2d 220 (1974). 
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Another former tenured college associate professor brought action 
against his college alleging wrongful termination. Plaintiff suggests 
a denial of procedural due process at the pretermination state and that 
he was entitled to reinstatement with back pay. ' The court ruled for 
the professor on these principles: 
1. A tenured professor deprived of his property Interest In 
continued employment Is a violation of the due process 
clause. 
2. In an academic content, the situation which may be 
characterized as exceptional and warrant summary action are 
those In which the offending party poses a continuing danger 
to persons or property on an ongoing threat of disrupting the 
academic process. 
3. Prior to terminating a tenured faculty member requirements 
Include a clear notice of charges being considered, a 
reasonable time Interval to marshall facts and evidence, and 
an explanation of the substance of the evidence supporting 
the charges, and an opportunity to present his side of the 
case In a manner which will permit the decision maker to 
weigh both sides of the Issues. 
A group of academic employees at at state university In California 
sought action for Injunctive and declaratory relief In respect to the 
University’s Interpretation of campus wide procedures for appointment, 
advancement, and tenure. The Superior Court entered Judgment denying 
Injunctive relief and granting declaratory relief In favor of defendants, 
2 
and plaintiff appealed. The Court of Appeals affirmed the lower courts’ 
1 
Anap.QLy.j-.The.UaLversIty..of.Delaware, 412 F. Supp. 675 (D. Del. 
1976). 
2 
Munsee v. Horn. 139 Cal. Rptr. 373 (1977). 
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decision on the following principles: 
1. Once campus-wide procedures have been adapted by the faculty 
and approved by the president, the president Is required to 
follow them until they are changed, or unless they conflict 
with the regulations, policies and procedures of the Board of 
Trustees and the Chancellor. 
2. Recommendations by the academic senate Is advisory only, 
since the ultimate power of appointment ts vested In the 
president. 
A tenured psychology Instructor at a Florida college also 
challenged her dismissal by the Board of Trustees who charged her with 
Immorality, misconduct In office, and willful neglect of duty. It was 
alleged that she made derogatory remarks about males, used such words 
as ejaculation, penis and masturbation, drank beer and visited a male 
! 
student after midnight. The court held for the Instructor on the 
following principle: 
The plaintiff’s conduct must be judged In the context of a 
more liberal, open, robust college surrounding. Her acts had 
little connection with Immorality, misconduct In office or 
willful neglect of duty-particular I y when considering that 
complainants were Junior College students and not of tender 
age. 
In another Florida case, a career employee subject to civil service 
protection was Improperly dismissed for being absent from work when he 
had properly notified his supervisor of the reasons of his absence, the 
employee was also entitled to medical leave. Due to this controversy 
the employee resigned. He filed action alleging that the University 
i 
Texton v. Handcock. 359 So. 2d. 895 (1978). 
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owed him a Job and back pay for being Improperly dismissed. The court 
decided he was entitled to be reinstated but his Intervening letter of 
resignation limited his remedy to back pay from the time of his dismissal 
i 
until the effective date of resignation. The following principle emerged: 
Whereas an employee Is Improperly discharged and who Is 
entitled to reinstatement to his position Is not entitled to 
back pay for any period after he tenders a letter of 
resignation, though he Is entitled to back pay from the date 
of his Improper termination until the effective date of 
resignation. 
A community college teacher’s union and a group of certified em¬ 
ployees appealed a lower court decision denying their petition for man¬ 
damus by a hearing officer to compel school district and Its board of 
trustees to reinstate them as teachers.2 The order denying writ of 
mandamus was affirmed with the following reasons: 
1. Boards of control are entitled to receive or reject proposed 
dec I son of a hearing officer and may conduct a hearing at 
which additional evidence can be Introduced providing such 
action Is permitted by statutory guidelines. 
2. Noncomp 11ance with a directory provision when It Is not 
mandatory does not result In Invalidity to the proceeding or 
action taken by the Board of Trustees where there Is no 
allegation or evidence of prejudice to employees. 
Everett Shaeffer, a tenured West Chester State College employee, 
appealed a declson of the State Civil Service Commission substaining 
University of South. Florida v. Tucker. 374, So. 2d. 16 (1979). 
2 Compton Col lege Federation of Teachers. AFT Local No. 3486 
AFL-CIO v. Compton Community Col lege District. 166 Col. Rptr. 595 
(1980). 
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the action of the college In reassigning him from his position as director 
of business affairs to a position as budget director. Shaefer stated that 
(1) the change constituted an Improper demotion under Pennsylvania Civil 
Service Law because there was no evidence that he failed to perform his 
duties as Director of Business Affairs and (2) that It was a discrimina¬ 
tory personnel action because the dec I son was based on nonmerit factors.1 
The Civil Service ruled against Sheafer on both Issues, and the 
Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania affirmed the Commission for these 
reasons: 
1. Employee retained his civil service classification and 
remained In his same salary range thus, no demotion occurred. 
2. Reassignments emanating from a nondlscrImlnatory motive does 
not violate the law. 
Another Pennsylvania case Involving a tenured college employee was 
filed by George Me I son seeking review of an order of the Secretary of 
Education upholding the action of his school board dismissing him from 
Its service for Incompetence. Me I son contended that he was denied due 
process because the school board did not make the findings public and 
give reasons for Its action. However, there was a hearing and the wlt- 
2 
nesses testified for and against the plaintiff. The Commonwealth Court 
1 
.Shae.fer. .v. Ke5t.£b.e£tei:-State.^g±L£a£-D£ftariiB§Dl-0f.£dgc.atJg.n» 
421 A. 2d 503 (1980). 
2 
MeI son v. Board of School Directors of the State Col Lege Area 
School District. 415 A. 2d 1024 (1980). 
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of Pennsylvania affirmed the findings of the Secretary of Education on the 
following principle: 
The Secretary of Education Is the ultimate fact finder In 
cases of appeals by permanently tenured professional 
employees. 
Analysis-Tenure 
Faculty members who have acquired tenure can be terminated from a 
public Institution for cause. The general categories of adequate cause 
which would permit termination of a tenured professor are Incompetence, 
Immorality rules and Insubordination. It Is Important In tenure cases to 
Illustrate the kinds of reasons for which a tenured faculty member may not 
oe terminated for cause. The bases Include the exercise of First Amend¬ 
ment rights at public Institutions, a protection usually extended by aca¬ 
demic freedom to the contractual terms of faculty member with permanent 
tenure. 
Academic tenure In public higher education Is created by state 
law, but many of Its attributes are protected by the United States 
Constitution. In this study, particular emphasis was placed on fed¬ 
eral court cases In which federal constitutional and statutory questions 
were litigated and Interpreted. This type of federal court decision 
has policy applications regardless of the federal district or circuit 
from which It originated that must be respected by all public higher 
educational Institutions In the United States. 
During the early 1970's many public higher education Institutions 
had entered a period of stabilization due to declining enrollment. 
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In public Institut Ions, faculty members may Invoke the Bill of 
Rights and the Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution 
to protect their tenure rights since actions by the Institution are 
state actions. 
The number of court cases Involving tenured faculty dismissals In 
higher education Is not very large, but the courts have met the chall¬ 
enge and ruled for the Boards of Regents on the basic Issue of the 
board’s unilateral right to disexercise such a right without the In¬ 
terference of a negotiated agreement or the ruling of an arbitrator. 
The Supreme Court of California ordered reinstatement of a tenured 
professor dismissed 21 years earlier In violation of his First Amendment 
rights. The court granted the professor full salary and pension benefits 
i _ 
occurred after his right to reinstatement. The professor had been ter¬ 
minated with a statement of charges and without a hearing. Tenure Is 
granted either by state law or by a collective bargaining contract that 
nas been approved by the faculty and administration. However, one cannot 
be granted tenure when Board of Education’s bylaws and written policies 
have been violated relative to evaluation procedures. The court held that 
reinstatement would not be equivalent to awarding tenure, such matters are 
left exclusively to the discretion of the governing board’s policy or statute.1 2 
1 at 1106. 
2 
Legislative Conference, at 268. 
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Where an Institution's tenure policy specifies procedural standards, 
they must be adhered to explicitly unless they are waived by the parties. 
The state cannot deprive a person of protected Interests without affording 
notice and the opportunity for an appropriate hearing before the termina¬ 
tion becomes effective. 
Beyond this general rule, the Supreme Court has Indicated that the 
nature of the hearing requIred-that Is, the relative formality and pro¬ 
cedural requisites of the hearing-Is determine by assessing and balan- 
i 
clng the Importance of the Interest Involved. 
In Chung, for example, the court characterized the dismissed pro¬ 
ceedings as satisfying the "bare minima" of due process" when the tenured 
2 
faculty member was afforded a pretermination hearing. In the Chung case, 
tenure was granted by default. The tenure provisions specified either the 
awarding of tenure or dismissal action In a timely fashion caused the courts 
to hold that the professor was entitled to tenure. The court noted In a later 
case that public Institutions could commence termination proceedings following 
3 
reinstatement, provided that adequate procedural safeguards were provided. 
Trustees are not prohibited from removing tenure faculty from 
their teaching positions, but boards of control were required by the 
courts to follow mandated rules and regulations prior to removal. This 
point Is basic to the other court ru IIngs covered In this study that 
Involve dismissal Issues. 
1 Bath, at 510. 
2 Chung, at 529. 
3 
Anapol. at 675. 
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Cases on Termination (Nontenure) 
S+even L. Rozman brought an action to a court In Nebraska after he 
was dismissed because of his activities outside the classroom. Rozman 
was a non-tenured associate professor of political science at the Uni¬ 
versity of Nebraska who occupied the campus ROTC building with a stu¬ 
dent group who was dissatisfied with the government and school officials. 
Dr. Rozman sought court action to get relief from the school's declson 
not to renew his contract.1 He alleged that (1) the board's action was 
arbitrary, (2) abuse of his constitutionally protected rights, and (3) 
a right to a proper hearing. The trial Judge denied and the plaintiff 
appealed. The Court of Appeals affirmed the lower court decision on these 
princlpless 
1. Fitness for faculty status Is not limited to performance In 
the classroom alone, It rests upon a broad range of factors, 
Including numerous personality and character traits. 
2. Potentially disruptive conduct Is sufficient to remove the 
conduct from protected freedom of expression. 
3. Insubordination Is a proper ground for nonrenewal of a 
contract, even when It becomes enmeshed with the reliance 
upon constitutional rights. 
4. A hearing was not allowed, and any hearing held did not have 
to have special form. 
5. Public employers are limited to the provisions of the 
Fourteenth Amendment, not private employers. 
6. Burden Is on plaintiff to show that there had been a denial 
of his constitutionally protected rights. 
i 
Roxmap y.. Elliott. 355 F. Supp. 1086, (D. NEB. 1971), affirmed 
467 F. 2d 1145 (U.S. ct. App. 8th CIr. 1972). 
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The United State District Court, S. W. District of Pennsylvania 
considered a suit filed by Jerry A. Shields, An assistance professor at 
Slippery Rock State College, who was dismissed from the faculty upon the 
expiration of a terminal contract. Shields alleged that his dismissal 
was a violation of his civil rights protected by the First and Fourteenth 
Amendments. He stated that his dismissal resulted from his participation 
In demonstration protesting American Involvement In Indo-Chlna and the stu¬ 
dent deaths at Kent State University. Shields sought reinstatement, and an 
! 
administrative hearing. The court ruled for the defendants. These princi¬ 
ples emerged from the case: 
1. A professor may resort to the courts If he thinks his 
termination was for constitutionally Impermissible reasons. 
2. State Interest outweighs that of a col lege professors. 
3. Requiring officials In higher education to give all nontenured 
faculty a hearing would Infringe upon their discretion In 
deciding who to retain or release. 
4. The property Interest of a public school professor may not be 
terminated for the exercise of constitutionally protected 
rights. 
The plaintiff, Arnold Auerback, was a probationary teacher who was 
notified that he would be terminated and he was not given a reason for 
his dismissal, nor a hearing. The federal district court held that the 
failure to provide reasons and a hearing was arbitrary, capricious and a 
denial of due process. The court Issued an Injunction against the defen- 
i 
Shields v. Watrel. 333 F. Supp 270 (W.D. Penn. 1971). 
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dants on this principle: 
Defendant’s refusal under code of state law, to provide 
plaintiff with a specification of reasons to the decision 
not to reappoint him for the academic year, and accord him 
tenured status, and Its refusal to provide a fatr and Impartial 
hearing where he could seek to establish, through the presenta¬ 
tion of evidence, that the reasons offered for that decision were 
constitutionally Impermissible, were arbitrary and capricious and 
constituted a denial of due process to plaintiff within the meaning 
of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of the United Stated. 
A non-tenured associate professor of Mathematics at Bridgewater State 
College, Peter McEnteggart, filed a suit against his college officials alle¬ 
ging that (1) the Fourteenth Amendment rights of procedural due process had 
been denied when he was dismissed, and (2) he was not permitted to see his 
personnel folder. The trial court ordered the defendant to produce a list 
of reasons stating why they had dismissed the plaintiff. The case was dis¬ 
missed and the professor appealed. The defendants had accused the plaintiff, 
Peter McEnteggart, of being overly aggressive In his attempt to acquire tenure; 
he had not been able to work well with his department head and other members 
of his department; he was accused of being aloof and unconcerned; and generally, 
he has considered to be a threat to the harmony of the mathematics department. 
Upon reviewing the case, the Court of Appeals established that a public employee 
so charged would have to prove the triviality of these charges and show how they 
were unrelated to the educational process or to a working relationship If he 
i 
Auerbackv. Trustees of California State College 330 F. Supp. 967 
(C.D. Cal. 1972). 
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wished to contest the charges. ’ The district court dismissed the defendant's 
charges and affirmed the lower court's decision by citing these principles: 
1. Employees Inability to work harmoniously with his department 
colleagues was adequate reason for non-renewal of his 
contract. 
2. Under the principles of procedural due process the non-tenured 
employee was entitled to a statement of reasons for the 
non-renewal of his contract. 
3. The burden of proof was on the employee to prove that the 
charges were trivial and not related to the educational 
process of the Institution. 
4. Even though employee had lost an appeal, he was entitled to 
have attorney's fees paid by the defendant since he had to go 
to court to get a statement of reasons for his dismissal. 
James Walker, an English professor, was dismissed from the faculty 
of California State College In Pennsylvania without a hearing. He alleged 
that the had been granted tenure by the President of the College when he re¬ 
ceived a letter expressing the hope that his tenure with the University would 
2 
be happy and fruitful. The court ruled for the defendants on these principles 
1. Plaintiff had neither tenure nor an expectancy of tenure 
arising from a .dê facto tenure polIcy. 
2. Since there was no substantial denial of liberty or property 
rights, the plaintiff has no rights to a hearing or to 
specific reasons for dismissal. 
An assistant professor at the United States Marchant Marine Academy 
McEnteqqart v. Cataldo. 451 F 2d 1109 (1st Cir. 1971) 
2 Walker y.. Cal ifornia State Board of Regents. 351 F. Supp. 1142 
(W.D. Penn. 1972) 
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claimed that officials there denied him procedural due process and equal pro¬ 
tection of the law. He also claimed that the termination of his employment 
deprived him of property rights and the refusal of the academy to accord him 
tenure and a hearing denied him due process.1 The courts denied the Plain¬ 
tiff’s motion for a preliminary Injunction on these principles. 
1. Plaintiff must show a claim of entitlement to his alleged 
property right If he seeks to Invoke protection of procedural 
due process and only then will there be a need for a hearing. 
2. The professor had no tenure and termination of his employment 
did not deny him of property necessitating a hearing or a 
statement of reasons. 
3. Federal Institutions are not subject to action brought under 
civil rights statutes. 
Another dismissal case Involved Hilton Wolfe, who was an assistant 
professor of English at the University of Alaska. He claimed that his 
dismissal was due to a free speech Issue which he was guaranteed by the 
First and Fourteenth Amendments. He also stated that his termination 
was without a statement of reasons and that the defendants refused to 
2 
give him a proper hearing. The United States District Court, In Alaska, 
held for Hilton Wolfe by citing these principles: 
1. It Is unconstitutional for a teacher to be dismissed because 
he exercised a protected right. 
2. The University of Alaska and Its president were not Immune 
from an action brought under the 1871 Civil Rights Act. 
Kennedy v. Engel. 348 F. Supp. 1142 (E.D. N.Y. 1972). 
Wolfe v. O’Neal. 336 F. Supp. 1255 (D. Alaska, 1972). 
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An assistant professor of Spanish In the state of Michigan sought 
action against the Board of Trustees of the Community College District 
of the County of Macomb claiming an entitlement to a permanent status 
contract as a full-time teacher of his district. The defendants alleged 
that the failure to offer the professor a contract was based on his 
unsatisfactory attendance record while employed by the Junior College 
District. However, the plaintiff disagreed and argued that dismissal 
procedures used by the defendants were not In accordance with dismissal 
rules and regulations established by the teacher's organization and his 
college.1 The lower court held for the professor, and the defendants 
appealed. The Michigan Court of Appeals reversed the decision of the 
lower court by stating these reasons: 
1. A contract violation Is a sufficient reason for plaintiff's 
dismissal under agreement of college with teacher's 
organization, providing reasonable and adequate causes are 
evident or stated In agreement. 
2. The Court must construe written agreements and define their 
terms. 
3. The failure of probationary employees to report absence to 
conserve sick days constitute a willful violation of contract 
agreement between the teacher's organization and the college. 
4. Probationary teacher was reasonably dismissed by school 
district due to a violation of sick leave regulation. 
i 
Curbelo v. Board of Trustees of the Commun ity Col lege District of 
the County of Macomb. 196 N.W. 2d 483 (1972). 
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One of the most Important dismissal cases had Its beginning In the state 
of Wisconsin. A non-tenured assistant professor of political science at Wis¬ 
consin State University—Oshkosh was Informed that his contract would not be 
renewed. Roth Initiated a suit claiming that his termination was In retali¬ 
ation of his exercising of First Amendment rights; and that It was In viola¬ 
tion of the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment because the Board 
of Regents denied him a hearing.1 Roth alleged that his remarks critical to 
the University led to the non-renewal of his contract, thus violating his 
rights as a citizen. The District Court ordered the University to provide 
Roth with a statement of reasons for his dismissal and a hearing. This de¬ 
cision was later affirmed by the United States Court of Appeals.2 Later, the 
3 
case was heard before the Supreme Court. The only Issue before the Supreme 
Court was related to the matter of the statement of reasons for dismissal and 
a hearing.4 The court ruled that Roth was not entitled to a reason for dismis¬ 
sal nor a hearing. The principles related to the cases were: 
1 
Roth v. Board of Regents of State Colleges. 310 F. Supp. 922 (W.D. 
WIs. 1970). 
2 
Roth v. Board of Regents of State Colleges. 446 F. 2d 807 (7th 
CIr. 1971). 
3 
Board of Regents of State Colleges v. Rogh. Certloarl granted. 404 
U.S. 909; reversed. 408 U. S. 564 (1972). 
4 
Whitney, v. Board of Regents of University of Wisconsin. 355 F. 
Supp. 321 (E.D. WIs. 1973). 
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1. A professor has no constI+u+Iona I rights to either a reason 
for discharge or to a hearing. 
2. Tenure rights may be established If there are rules or 
mutually explicit understanding that support a claim of 
entitlement. 
3. Liberty rights arise where a person's good name, reputation, 
honor, or Integrity are at stake because of what the governing 
officials have done to him, or where the state Imposed a 
stigma or other disability that foreclosed his freedom to take 
advantage of other employment opportunities. 
4. Property Interest are created and their dimensions are defined 
by existing rules or understanding that stem from an 
Independent source such as a state law. 
5. In order to have a property Interest In a benefit, a person 
must have more than an abstract need or desire for It or 
a unilateral expectation of It. He must have a legitimate 
claim to the benefit; thus, a hearing Is to vindicate claim. 
6. When one Is deprived of Interests empassed by the Fourteenth 
Amendment's protections of IIberty and property, then due 
process violations are evident. 
7. Holding a teaching Job at a state university Is not a free 
speech Interest. 
8. A prior hearing Is necessary when protected Interests are 
evident. 
Alan Whitney, a non-tenured Instructor, sought reinstatement to his 
position after being dismissed by the state university who allege that his 
teaching was Inadequate and he was immature. The plaintiff alleges a 
denial of due process and sought a preliminary Injunction reinstating 
him pending further litigation. The courts ruled against plaintiffs 
denial of due process claim but did order a public hearing on charges of 
Inadequate Instructional performance and Immaturity.1 
i 
.Whitney, .v., Board of-Regents-&f. LUi iYsr-sity-Pi Wisconsin, 355 F. 
Supp. 321 (E.D. WIs. 1973). 
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These principles were followed: 
1. A non-tenured teacher’s Interst In continued employment was 
not an Interest In liberty or property sufficient to Invoke 
any procedural due process protection. 
2. A hearing Is In order where a person’s good name, reputation, 
honor, or Integrity Is at stake because of negative government 
allegations. A notice and an opportunity for a hearing are 
essential In such cases. 
Michael Papadopoulos, a professor of mathematics at Oregon State 
University, had a case considered by the Court of Appeals of Oregon 
after he had been discharged from his position at the University. He 
claimed that hls First Amendment Rights had been violated; his discharge 
was arbitrary; that he should have had a pre-term I nation hearing before 
hls dismissal; that state law was violated when he did have a hearing; 
and the Board's dismissal decision lack supportive evidence. The Board 
of Trustees stated that the lower court erred In ordering that the plain¬ 
tiff be give a hearing on the reasons for hls dimissal. The Issue before 
the court was whether or not Papadopulos was entitled to a hearing before 
i 
wing dismissed. Upon reviewing the evidence, the Court of Appeals af¬ 
firmed the lower court's decision In part, reversed and remanded In part. 
The Judgement was based on these principles: 
1. The board of higher education was not required by statute to 
hold a hearing before terminating academic employee's 
employment, since the employee was an unclassified worker, the 
civil service laws did not afford the to a hearing. 
2. The Board's definition of Indefinite tenure for academic 
employees means that employees cannot be discharged except for 
cause; and yearly tenure means 
i 
Papadopoulos v. Oregon State Board of Higher Education. 511, 
854 (M.D. Fla. 1973). 
P. 2d 
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that employees can be discharged only for cause during term of one 
year appointment, but can be discharged, or not rehlred, for any 
reason at the end of the year. 
3. University academtc employee was not entitled to relnstatment, 
although his rights to a pretermination hearing had been 
violated. 
4. Employee discharged In violation of his right to 
pretermination hearing was entitled to money damages In form 
of his salary for academic year less amount he earned or 
reasonably could have earned during that period. 
5. Failure of the Board of Higher Education to give an employee a 
12 months notice of termination when It Is the Board's policy 
to do so. Is tantamount to retention. 
6. Public employees discharged when they are denied a hearing are 
entitled to relnstatment but only for the period of 
entitlement to continued employment. 
7. Tenured public employees have due process right that 
probatinary public employee does not have. 
8. The Administrative Code of the Board of Higher Education has 
force of law In Oregon. 
A University of South Florida nontenured physical education Instructor 
filed a suit against the president of the Institution seeking Injunctive 
relief relative to pending termination of his dismissal. The plaintiff 
stated that hed had been denied due process which was a violation of his 
constitutional rights. Phillip Ortweln was dismissed because of a lack of 
performance.1 The Federal District Court ruled for the plaintiff and cited 
Ortweln v. Mackey. 358 F. Supp. 705 (M. D. Fla. 1973). 
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these principles: 
1. Denial of a Constitutional right should not be lightly 
presumed. 
2. There Is a difference between civil and criminal due process. 
3. Civil due process requires that a hearing must have the 
following elements: (1) a meaningful time, (2) a timely and 
adequate notice, (3) opportunity must exist for confrontation 
and cross examlnatlDNof witnesses and (4) all parties must be 
given a chance to present arguments and evidence. 
4. A hearing not permitting faculty member’s counsel to 
participate deprived faculty member of liberty without due 
process. 
5. Lack of performance charges would produce a stigma hampering 
the faculty member's chances of further employment In 
education. 
6. The federal district does not sit as an arbitrator over the 
wisdom of rules adapted by universities that relate to 
continued employment of state university faculty members. 
7. A hearing must occur, In case considered, before dismissal 
date. 
A California case Involving Howard Burdeau, who was a non-tenured 
professor at California State Coll«9t, was not rehired by the college 
Resulted In Buredeau filing a suit against the trustees of the college. 
i 
The trial court dlmlssed the action, and the plaintiff appealed. The 
court of Appeals affirmed the lower court opinion on these principles: 
i 
Burdeau v. Trustees of California State college. 507 F. 2d 707 
(9th CIr. 1974.) 
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1. Non-tenured assistant professor’s personal hope or even 
expectation of reemployment or his sincere belief In his 
own qualifications gave him no claim to Job. 
2. Failure of state to rehire non-tenured professor did not 
deprive him of either liberty or property for purposes of 
Fourteenth Amendment’s due process provision. 
3. Non-tenured professor cannot expect files of non-retention 
committee If state law and faculy rules do not provide 
grievance with such Information. 
RandelI Mabey and five (5) other former non-tenured faculty members at 
California State University filed a suit against trustees, Chancellor, and 
president of the College seeking declaratory an Injunctive relief. The plain¬ 
tiffs alleged that their contracts were not renewed as a direct result of their 
exercise of their constitutionally guaranteed rights of free speech and right 
to freedom of assembly. The Court granted the plaintiff's motion for summary 
Judgment but denied plaintiffs request for a preliminary hearing! These prin¬ 
ciples were followed: 
1. An untenured, probationary college teacher Is not 
constItuIona Ily entitled to a hearing prior to the college 
decision not to hire him. 
2. Plaintiff has a right to back-pay as well as reinstatement If 
the court determines that he was discharged from public 
employment In violation of his consltutlonal rights. 
! 
Mabe.y.v.. .Beaaaru.276 f*-S.upj>. 216 (N. D. Calif. 1974). 
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3. S+a+e supported college cannot deny employement to a 
probationary teacher In retalllatlon for the teacher's 
exercise of his constitutionally protected freedom of 
expression. 
4. An agency that has established discharge regulations must 
comply with those regulations as a matter of constitutional due 
process, even If the agency could discharge the employee with 
a due process review. 
John W. Perrin, a history teacher at the University of Oregon, sought 
action against the State Board of Education because he was denied Indefinite 
tenure after eight years of teaching.1 2 The Court of Appeals affirmed the 
Board's action by considering these principles: 
1. The record failed to establish truth of claim that notice of 
denial of tenure and non-renewal of contract was Inadequate by 
reason of fact that It was not given by an authorized person, 
and It was not timely. 
2. petltoner had no more that a hope that he would receive 
tenure. 
3. Hope Is not a property right, and frustration of such hope 
does not trigger a hearing. 
Plaintiffs who were employed at a Junior College under part-time 
teaching contracts brought action against employer district seeking 
reclassification of the status to full-time faculty appointee and en¬ 
forcement of statutory tenure rights. The trial court entered summary 
2 
Judgment for employer and dismissed complaint, and plaintiffs appealed. 
1 
Perm I ng v. Oregon State Board of Higher Education. 515 P. 2d 409 
(1974). 
2 
McLachlan v. Tacoma Community CoLlege District. No. 22, 541 P. 2d, 
1073, 1975). 
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The Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court's dec I son on these principles 
1. Faculty members employed under contracts waive all rights 
normally provided by the tenure laws of the state. Plaintiffs 
knew they were hired on full-time basis for one year validly 
waived their right to statutory notice of non-renewal of their 
one-year contracts and validly waived their statutory right to 
convening of evaluation committee to review their progress. 
2. Compromise collective bargaining agreement contract which 
allow Instructors to work at part-time pay was not arbitrary, 
Irrational and unenforceable. 
Steven Seitz, a visiting assistant professor, brought civil rights 
action against university seeking damages and Injunctive relief arising 
out ot the non-renewal of his employment contract. Clark claimed that 
he had a property right In his teaching appointment and was denied his 
constltuonal rights. The trial court denied the requested relief, and 
i 
r<atntlff appealed. The Court of Appeals affirmed the lower court 
decision on the following principle: 
Before a non-tenured teacher can get a pretermination hearing 
for being dismissed he must show that he has a liberty or pro¬ 
perty Interest In his continued employment. 
Plaintiff sought action for writ of mandamus seeking calsslfIcatIon 
and reemployment as a full-time employee. The Superior Court entered 
judgment granting the petition and superintendent and Board of Trustees 
appealed. The court held that the teacher had been a full-time employee 
for three (3) years and part-time for a fourth year; therefore, the pro¬ 
fessor became a tenured employee upon his reemployment for a fourth school 
Seitz v. Clark. 524 F. 2d 876 (9th Cir. 1975). 
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I 
year as a part-time teacher. These principles were followed: 
1. Tenure status Is automatic once a teacher meets the statutory 
requirements and required no application by the teacher. 
2. Faculty members who were terminated after obtaining permanent 
status by virtue of his full-time employment Is entitled to 
preference of a terminated employee as to future part-time 
vacancy. 
In another Oregon case, John B. Nance, appealed a decision of the 
state board of higher education and Its subordinated that he would not 
2 
be reappointed to his teaching position at Oregon State College. The 
Court of Appeals affirmed the board's declson on these principles: 
1. President's determination that teacher's annual appointment 
to the faculty should not be renewed may have been based on 
evidence outside of hearing record; however, such technical 
error was not prejudlcal. 
2. Assuming a proper notice, the school admlnstrators could 
choose not to renew college teacher's employment for any 
reason, or for no reason other than for a consltutlonally 
Impermlssbl le reason such as race. 
3. Timely notice assuring employment no longer than the academic 
year, Is sufficient for a reasonable person to assume that his 
employment would not be renewed. 
4. Receiving favorable tenure recommendation from peers did not 
create a right to tenure, since personnel die Is Ion are made by 
the board of higher education or Its ubordlnate officials. 
Ferner v. Harris. 119 Col. Rptr. 385 (1975) 
2 
Nance v. Oregon State System of Higher. Eudcatlon. 543 P. 2d 687 
(1975). 
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The principles of law were considered: 
1. Where the s+a+e attaches a badge of Infamy to the citizen due 
process comes Into play. 
2. Property Interests are created and their dimensions are are 
defined by existing rules or understand In that stem from an 
Independent sourch such as state law rules on understandings 
that secure certain benefits and that support claims of 
entitlement to those benefits. 
A university Instructor brought action against the Board of Regents, 
Its Individual members and the president seeking tenure, and also seeking 
a declaratory Judgment determining that she Is presently tenured or that 
defendants are stopped from denying her tenure. The trial court deter¬ 
mined that tenure had not been acquired but directed the Board to consider 
plaintiff’s case, and upon compliance by Board complaint was dismissed.' 
Plaintiff appealed and defendants cross-appealed. The Supreme court 
affirmed upon these principles: 
1. The hiring of a post probationary Instructor by a university 
does not confer tenure, despite announced university policy 
against non-tenured employment after expiration of probationary 
period, where employment contract contained express 
stipulation which negated tenure status. 
2. De facto tenure, consisting of the right ot procedural due 
process before the termination of employment, may result where 
a school’s written and unwritten policies or practices grant 
qualifying employees a concrete expectancy that their future 
employment Is secure. 
3. The published tenure policy of an educational Institution may 
be Incorporated by reference Into the employment contract of a 
probatinary faculty member, who may become entitled to tenure 
upon fulfilling the conditions of the tenure policy. 
i 
(1976) 
Abramson v. Board of Regents. University, of. tiawal 1. 548 P. 2d 253 
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A teaching medical doctor brought action against the State 
University of 
New York because he allege wrongful discharge as temporary part-time professor. 
The Court of Claims held that It could not grant request for reinstatement or 
damages to reputation and character of plaintiff; and that the state was not 
i _ 
liable to the doctor where his discharge was proper. The court dismissed the 
case citing these principles: 
1. Where a professor Is appointed temporarily to a university, 
and that university’s regulations allow termination of 
temporary appointments at will, university’s termination of 
prefessorshlp without citing cause Is within terms of 
contract. 
2. Since the charge did not Involve any violation of plaintiff’s 
constitutional rights, the state Is not liable where discharge 
Is proper. 
3. Damages to good name, character and reputation are not 
recoverable In action for wrongful discharge. 
Stephen Francis sought action because of a denial of tenure and 
termination by State Community College In Hawaii. He alleged that the 
circumstance under which he was denied tenure amounted to a deprivation 
OT liberty and property without due process of law under ther Fourteenth 
Amendment. The District Court rendered judgment for plaintiff declaring 
that college violated Its own established procedures In denying counselor 
a 
a letter of Intent to grant tenure. 
Pry I es v. State. 380 N.Y.S. 2d 424 aff'm. 380 N.Y.S. 2d 628 
(1975). 
2 Franc Is v. Ota, 356 F. Supp. 1029 (D. Haw. 1975). 
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4. Plaintiff Is not estopped by the acceptance of a contract from 
making any claim which the facts will support. 
A Wisconsin court considered a case which developed from the refusal 
of the president and board of regents of the University of Wisconsin to 
grant assistant professor Stebblns a promotion and tenure. Stebblns sought 
a judgment agalnlst the defendants alleging violation of his rights under 
the Fourteenth Amendment and reinstatement as an assistant professor of 
i 
mathematics. The District Court dismissed the complaint on grounds that 
relief could not be granted based on these principles: 
1. Plaintiff had no Property or liberty right entitling him to 
procedural due process and there was not basis upon which 
Court of Appeals could say that the denial of tenure was an 
error. 
2. Plaintiff was not deprived of any liberty right, since there 
was no allegation tht defendants had Injured his good name, 
reputation, honor or Integrity by charging him with dishonesty 
or Immorality, since he was free to seek another Job, and 
since there was not pub I Id disclosure of the reasons for 
denying tenure. 
Dr. Kenneth A. Meg 111 brought civil rights action against the Board of 
Regents for refusing to grant him tenure, alleging that In denying him tenure 
the defendants subjected him to a deprivation of his consltutlonal rights of 
free speech and due process. The trial court held that the Board of Regents 
could dismiss the teacher for any reason except one which violated his consl- 
2 
tutlonal rights. The United States Court of Appeals In the 5th Circuit 
Stebblns v. Weaver. 537 F. 2d 939 (7th CIr. 1976). 
2 Meg III y . Board of Regents of the State of. Flor ida. 541 F. 2d 1073 
(5th CIr. 1976). 
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affirmed the trial court's declson by citing these principles: 
1. The court does not sit as a reviewing body of the correctness 
or Incorectness of the Board of Regent's decision In granting 
or withholding tenure. The courts should loathe to Intrude 
Into Internal school affairs. 
2. The states may grant or withhold tenure at their discretion. 
3. The federal court has not a place In a tenure controversy 
absent a constitutional challenge. 
4. The school board Is required to provide notice and a hearing 
before dismissing a public teacher or college professor 
without tenure or expectation of reemployment only when the 
plaintiff asserts he has been dismissed for constitutionally 
Impermissible reasons. 
5. One must have a property Interest In being rehlred upon which 
to base a claim to constitutional due process. 
6. An Impartial declson makes It a basic constituent of mtmlmum 
due process. 
7. Due process requires that admlnstratIve board members exercise 
their Independent Judgment In arriving at a decision. 
8. The Board of Regents Is specifically empowered by statute to 
delegate to Its staff and to heads of the several Institutions 
and agenclwes under Its Jurisdiction such of Its powers as It 
deems expedient and proper. 
9. When a person Is fired partially because of constItutInally 
protected reason, the entire action Is defective. 
10. A college has no right to control the Instructor 's speech or 
to curtail his freedom of association, but they do have a 
right to terminate his employment as a classroom Instructor at 
the point where the exerclsement of his constitutional 
privileges clearly over-balanced his usfulness as an 
Instructor. 
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11. Out of necessity, an academic board, In deciding whether or 
not to grant tenure, must consider an Instructor's communi¬ 
cations both In the classroom and outside, Conflicting 
Interests must be balanced. Employer-employee relationships 
are highly subjective. 
A non-tenured Instructor at a state university Instituted action 
for reinstatement. The lower court granted summary Judgement In peti¬ 
tioner's favor, and the university appealed. The Supreme Court held 
that the teacher's appointment for an additional year In a special 
capacity after the university failed to give him twelve months' notice 
of his nonappointment, as It was required to do for an Instructor with 
several years of service, did not operate as an automatic conferral of 
tenure status. The Supreme Court reversed the lower court's declson and 
i 
dismissed the complaint. Theses were the principles that were followed: 
1. Tenure may not be conferred upon a university Instructor by a 
back door maneuver such as occurs when an Instructor Is 
appointed to an add Itonal year In a special capacity upon 
failure to receive timely notice of a reappointment. 
2. Reappointment In non-tenured status, or back pay In lieu of 
reappointment, was the appropriate remedy for failure to give 
timely notice of reappointment to a non-tenured Instructor who 
had been employed by the university for more than two years. 
On January 15, 1976, the Supreme Court of the State of Washington 
affirmed the decision of the trial court that had denied relief to a 
probationary teacher at a Junior college who had been denied tenure by a 
2 
college president and board of trustees. These were the principles that 
Simon v. Boyer. 380 N.Y.S. 2d 178 (1976). 
2Smith v. Green, 545 P. 2d 550 1976). 
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were followed: 
1. Since the Community College Act of 1967, probationary 
appointment does not continue beyond three years at which time 
trustees make final decisions on tenure, any other expectancy 
of tenure on part of probationary faculty appointee Is 
unreasonable. 
2. Trustees of a Community College district are not required to 
Include a written statement of reasons supporting recommen¬ 
dations as to award of tenure. 
3. Because review committee's recommendations Is usually 
followed Is not the kind of conduct which should confer a 
legitimate expectancy of tenure. 
Anna Morpurgo brought action against city defendants alleging that 
her due process rights In connection with the decision not to reappoint 
her as lectureer at community college, and decision not to allow her to 
continue In doctoral program at City University were unconstitutional. 
The trial judge held (1) the decision not to appoint plaintiff as lec¬ 
tureer did not deny her due process and (2) the defendants afforded ample 
notice of academic requirements for remaining In the doctoral program.' In 
-"Hng for the defendants the following principles were cited: 
1. Plaintiff was non-tenured employee of community college when 
dec I son not to rehire her was reached, and there was no 
Indication of de facto tenure. 
2. In order to be reinstated to her position, plaintiff must 
prove her claims of discrimination and conspiracy. 
1 Morpurgo v. United States. 437 F. Supp. 1135 (S.D.N.4) 
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3. Where plaintiff was give many opportunities to remedy her 
numerous failures to meet requirements to remain in the 
doctoral program and failed to meet them, and there was no 
showing of falsification or Improper alteration of records or 
examination scores, plaintiff was not denied due process when 
dismissed from the program. 
George Cornwell had been notified that he would not receive tenure as 
an associate professor of the University of Florida and that his annual 
employment contract would not be renewed. Conrweil filed a petition for 
redress before the University's Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee 
alleging suppression of academic freedom, denial of constitutional rights 
of free speech, denial of due process, expectancy of continued employment, 
unconstitutIona IIty and vagueness of tenure criteria, and denial of equal 
protection of the law. After a hearing that consumed 175 hours over a six 
month period, and comprised thirty-six volumes of transcript, the Committee 
reported Its findings and made its recommendation to the president of the 
University. Based on the Committee's finding of no constitutional depri¬ 
vation, the president decided not to renew plaintiff's employment or re- 
,-nmend him for tenure. After the Board of Regents and the State Board 
of Education failed to review the president's decision, the plaintiff pe¬ 
titioned the state District Court of Appeal for certiorarI. Three months 
later plaintiff filed similar action In the Federal District Court. The 
Federal Court abstained and stayed the Federal Court action pending the 
outcome of the state court decision on the merits was res Judicata with 
respect to the Issues In the federal court proceeding.1 The Court of 
Cornwell v. Ferflusonr 545 F. 2d 1022 (5th CIr. 1977) 
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Appeals affirmed the decision by citing these principles: 
1. Federal courts are not requrled to get Involved In every state 
action alleging a federal constitutional or civil rights 
claim. 
2. State courts and other tribunals are fully competent to 
resolve federal constitutional Issues and civil rights claims. 
William A. Covlno appeals from an adverse Judgment rendered In an 
action brought for mandamus, declaratory and Injunctive relief arising 
out of a dispute concerning his employment as a full-time temporary 
teacher or English at Diablo Valley College thereby waiving all his 
potential rights to becoming a probatlnary or permanent employee.1 The 
Court of Appeals affirmed the lower court decision by citing these 
principles: 
1. Anyone may waive advantage of law Intended solely for his 
benefit, but a law established for a public reason connot be 
waived or circumvented by a private act or agreement. 
2. Teachers are public employees and their tenure rights 
elaborately regulated by the Education Code reflect the 
pub IIc pol Icy of the state. 
Lillian Willens, a former teacher at the University of Massachusetts, 
sought action against the University for Its action in terminating her 
teaching contract and also denial of due process. Willens claimed that 
she had established a right to tenure under a theory of de facto tenure. 
The district court, In finding no evidence to support plaintiff’s allega- 
i 
Covlno v. Governing Board of Contra Casta County. 412 Col. Rptr. 
812 (1977). 
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tlon, ruled against her, and Wlllens appealed.' After considering the 
evidence presented by the plaintiff and defendants, the Court of Appeals 
affirmed the trial court decision on the following principles: 
1. The reasons given by the University In denying plaintiff 
tenure were uncontradicted by her and did not Involve any 
charge of dishonesty or moral turpitude. 
2. A label of Inadequate performance on the part of an employee 
generally does not constitute an Infringement of one’s liberty 
Interest. 
3. Lacking a claim of entitlement under state law or Justifiable 
expectations based on Institutional practice, plaintiff has no 
property Interest sufficient to Invoke the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s guarantee of due procès. 
4. Due process does not protect an Individual from essentially 
neutral evaluations which do not cast asperlslons on her 
abllllty to perform her dultes competently. 
A former non-tenured lecturer had been denied reappointment by the 
Trusetees of California State University and Colleges and he filed a 
petition seeking relief. The California trial court held that Stanley 
Obsevlrt was Improperly denied reappointment and ordered him reinstated 
and awarded him damages and the Trustees appealed. The California 
Supreme Court affirmed the trial court’s decision and held that evidence 
supported the conclusion that lecturer’s reappointment was denied on 
basis of his political activities and In violation by his First 
2 
Amendment rights. 
.W11.Lens.-Y. University of Massachusetts. 570 F. 2d 403 (1st Clr. 
1978). 
2 
Qfsevlrt v. Trustees of California State University. 582 P. 2d 88 
(1978). 
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These principles were followed: 
1. Where university rules and procedures Indicate that decisions 
of chancellor’s review committee was binding on all parties, 
and where chancellor did not adapt recommendations of his review 
committee which reinstated plaintiff, lecturer was wrongfully 
denied reappointment. 
2. Rules and regulations adapted by a Board of Education are, In 
effect, a part of a teacher’s contract and the teacher Is 
entitled to their enforcement. 
3. Non-tenured teachers dismissed In violation of their First 
Amendment rights are entitle to relnstatment and back pay from 
the time of the unlawful termination of their contracts until 
the date of their reinstatement, minus earnings since his 
dlsmIssaI. 
The Court of Appeals of Oregon considered a case brought by a 
former medical school employee for declaratory Judgment that he had 
’ndefInlte tenure and could not be terminated except for cause. He also 
asked for back pay and fringe benefits. The trial court found Adam Lis 
was never granted Indefinite tenure, his termination was valid, and that 
his claim for back pay was moot. 1 The Court of Appeals affirmed the 
lower court declson on the following principles: 
1. Plaintiff must carry the burden to overcome presumption of 
regularity of Board of Higher Education tenure rule. 
2. Yearly tenure on employee's notice of appointment does not 
confer Indefinite tenure when It Is the board's policy to 
provide only two types of tenure, yearly and Indefinite. 
The Superior Court of New Jersey considered the case of Archie 
Spraque who had been discharged from his position as a nontenured 
Instructor In the Administrative Studies Department of Glassboro 
i 
Lis v. Oregon State Board of Higher Education. 577 P. 2d 1370 (Or. 
1978). 
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State College. Spraque claimed he was denied reappointment which would 
have resulted In tenure because of his age (26 years). A previous com¬ 
plaint, filed by Spraque, with the New Jersey Division of Civil Rights 
revealed he was not fired because of his age, but because he did not 
have a doctorate or extensive business experience. As a result of 
these findings he appealed. 
The Superior Court held that the Instructor’s failure to meet 
uniform standards of the college was not an abuse of discretion by the 
College, also he was not denied due process. 1 After the hearing the 
evidence of the court affirmed the decision of the New Jersey Dlvlson of 
Civil Rights. These were the principles that were followed: 
1. Non-tenured teacher does not have a constitutional right to a 
hearing regarding his non-retention. 
2. A professor can be denied tenure If he falls to meet the 
standards of the col lege. 
At the end of the academtc year, 1968-69, Stalberg was dismissed from 
his position at Southern Connecticut. In 1969 he commenced a federal civil 
rights action seeking re-Instatement with tenure and other relief, claiming 
that the termination of his position was In violation of his rights under 
the First and Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution. The 
United States District Court of Connecticut rendered judgment In the federal 
civil rights action ordering the Board of Trustee for the state colleges to 
Sprague v. Glassboro. 391, A. 2d 558 (1978). 
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reinstate the plaintiff with tenure. 
Stalberg was refused his salary by the state comptroller because 
the college was within the executive department of state government and 
the plaintiff simultaneously served as a member of the general assembly, 
thus violating section II of Article Three of the State Constitution and 
the plaintiff therefore Impliedly relinquished his faculty position.1 
The state appealed and the court reversed the trial court on these 
principles: 
1. In an action for mandamus, the aggrieved party must 
affirmatively establish that he was deprived of a clear 
legal right. 
2. Plaintiff was In violation by the consltutlonal dual-Job ban 
and thus Impliedly relinquished his teaching position when he 
commenced his term of office In the General Assembly. 
3. A public officer cannot be compelled to perform an act which 
Is unlawful, contrary to or forbidden by law or which would 
aid In an unlawful transaction. Where a valid law requires a 
state officer to act, he may refuse to act If to do so would 
violate a constitutional provision. 
A Superior Court awarded summary Judgment for defendants In a 
~ach of their employment contract. The Plaintiff then appealed 
claiming he had a valid contract with Central Washington State College. 
The defendant's motion for summary Judgment was based on three factors: 
(1) plaintiff was Ineligible to accept employment with the college since 
1 üaIbÆLfl..Y«.CaLtiwaLl, 402 A. 2d 763 (1979). 
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he was an Immigrant at the time he signed an employment agreement; therefore, 
It was an Illegal contract and void; (2) there was not contract of services by 
the College until such time as the board of trustees employed pI a I nf Iff; (3) 
the board did not approve plaintiff's appointment to the college faculty; 
i 
therefore, the promise of employment was Illusory. 
The Court of Appeals reversed the lower court on these principles: 
1. Contractual relationship between parties when faculty or 
administration did not see fit to present their offer of 
employment to professor, the board of trustees was not Illusory 
and unenforceable, but was a valid existing relatloshlp which 
was subject to a condition subsequent, that Is, submission to 
board for Its approval In that professor was employed and 
received payment for services rendered without there ever 
being a contingency to his acceptance that he have proper 
Immigration papers prtor to his employemnt. 
2. Legality of professor's employment contract with college and 
possibility of a visa extension were questions of material 
fact precluding summary Judgment on Issue whether It was 
Impossible for professor to perform contract because his visa 
was extended only half way through school year. 
In a Rhode Island case Henry Beckwith brought a suit against the 
iode Island School of Design to recover damages for alleged breach of 
contract to employ plaintiff for three years as assistant professor In 
defendant college's graphic design department. The Superior Court of 
2 
Rhode Island directed a verdict for defendant and plaintiff appealed. 
JMith.er. y.> .Baard .of. Trustees, .of. Centra !.. Ka5bJ.nfltg.n-Sta.te Col lege, 
599 P. 2d 8 (1979). 
Beckwith v. .Rhode Island School of Design. 404 A. 2d 480 (1979). 
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The Supreme Court of Rhode Island denied the appeal and the dismissed Judgment 
was affirmed on these principles: 
1. Only when disputed Issues of fact concerning the terms of a 
contract exist, should a Jury become Involved with questions 
relating to the legal effect of a written Instruction. 
2. One can have exclusive expectation of continued employment If 
there Is no evidence of a college policy Invalidating such 
action. However, absent timely notice, renewal Is automatic. 
3. A recommendation Is not an act of final declstve power. It 
merely suggests the deslrabllty of a course of action to be 
followed by another. 
4. Before ratification of an agent’s unauthorized acts can occur, 
the principle must have full knowledge of all material facts 
and ratify same. 
In May 1979, a group of teachers employed by Peralta Community 
College District went to court seeking a writ of mandamus to compel 
the district and Its governing board to grant tenured status and to 
compensate them at a certain rate of pay. The question to be resolved 
In this case was whether the Education Code withheld tenure rights from 
community college teachers hired over a period of years, who served less 
tnan 60 percent of full-time. The Superior Court granted writ as to 
classification but denied petition as It related to pay and appeal and 
cross appeal were taken. The Supreme Court reversed the lower court 
decision with directions stating that teachers employed prior to 
November 8, 1967 were to be classified as part-time probationary 
certificated employees and were to be awarded back pay; teachers 
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who were employed subsequent to November 8, 1967, were not entitled to relief. 
These were the principles that were followed: 
1. Community college Instructors are bound by the terms of their 
employment contracts when there are not statutory provisions 
to the contrary. 
2. Part-time community college teachers who had attained regular 
or contract status were entitled to pro rata pay on the some 
basis as full-time employees. 
3. Teachers hired as temporary employers could not qualify for 
reclassification In the absence of showing that they were 
limited to three months of the term or no more than four 
months. 
Keene State College faculty bargaining unit filed a complaint with 
the Public Employee Labor Relations Board against the University. The 
faculty members alleged that the Institution eliminated faculty commit¬ 
tees, suspended their policies, and denied faculty observes the right to 
attend meetings with the board of trustees. The faculty bargaining unit 
construed the board’s action as unfair labor practles. However, the Su¬ 
preme Court held that the Board’s actions were valid, and that University 
system’s administrative structure Is a matter of managerial perogatlve and 
2 
can be altered as the need arises. The court dismissed the appeal by 
Eecalta. Federation of Teachers. Local 1603. American Federation of 
leathers.,. ÀFL-CIQ, y„. fera I ta Jptnmmiiy .Coll e.ae, D. lstr.l£t, 595 P. 2d 113 (Sup. 
Cal. 1979). 
2Keene.State Education Association v. State of New Hampshire. 411 
A. 2d 156 (N.H. 1980). 
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citing these principle. 
1. Unilateral action by university system to eliminate faculty 
committees, deny faculty observers at meeting and abolish 
department chairpersons constituted an exercise of system’s 
managerial perogatlve and not a failure of the system to 
negotiate In good fatth. 
2. Universities are required to bargain over effects of change on 
Individuals displaced as department chairmen In such areas as 
work load, pay benefits and manner or returning them to 
full-time faculty status. 
A California teachers’ association sought a pre-employment writ of 
mandamus directing San Diego Community College district to reclassify 
and reemploy part-time teachers as regular employees. The association 
also wanted the court to award part-time teachers up to four year’s back 
pay with Interest. The trial court granted a writ on the Issue of 
reclassification, but denied It as to back wages.1 The association 
appealed, and the Court of Appeals reversed the trial court ruling on 
these principles: 
1. Retroactive compensation should be determined on the basis of 
classroom hours taught by full-time teachers, If any of the 
part-time teachers employed by the Community College District 
were entitled to reclassification and pro rata back pay. 
2. Any person employed by a school district In a certificated 
position who served less than the minimum school day as 
defined In the Education Code, could contract to serve as a 
part-time employee. Compensation for part-ttme employees 
shall be based on the same ratio to the amount provided 
full-time employees. 
i 
CalIfornla Teachers Association v. San Diego Community-CoI lege. 
164 Cal. Rptr. 173 (1980). 
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Analysis 
The cases on nontenure In this study show that a nontenured faculty 
member on a term appointment Is not entitled to procedural due process 
because a probationary terminal appointment does not confer constitu¬ 
tional property Interests and Its non-renewal does not. In and of Itself, 
deprive a faculty member of his liberty Interest. The burden of proof 
rests on a non-tenured Individual who In non-renewed. However, due pro¬ 
cess Is evident when a prima facie case Is made that non-renewal Is based 
on constitutionally Impermlssble reasons, such as racial, rellgtous dis¬ 
crimination or retaliation for assertion of rights guaranteed by the law 
or the constitution. 
The cases show that property Interest are not created by existing 
rules or understanding that stem from an Independent source such as 
i 
state law. In most of the nontenure cases reviewed, the courts first 
considered what state statutes and Institutional policies had to say 
about the employment prospects of non-tenured faculty. There Is no 
right to public employment, and the Fourteenth Amendment does not re¬ 
quire opportunity for a hearing prior to the nonrenewal of a nontenured 
' Ball, at 577. 
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state teacher's contract. 
Concurrently, case law concurs that no statement of reasons need be 
given and that any reasons or no reason Is not necessary as a basis for 
reinstating nontenured faculty.1 
Also, the length of service of a nontenured member of a faculty Is 
Inconsequential In establishing a right to procedural due process. For 
example, the court has found no property Interest where nonrenewal 
occurred after one year of a four-year probationary period.2 The right 
to retain or dismiss a nontenured faculty member rests upon the discre¬ 
tion of university officials. 
Finally, the courts' approach Is to conclude that absent constitu¬ 
tional bias, the court will not substitute 1st Judgement for that of the 
Institutions. Due to the fact that control over education Is reserved to 
the states through the Tenth Amendment, the federal courts have no Juris¬ 
diction over education unless a constitutional Issue Is Involved. 
' Bath, at 564. 
2 laili, at 876. 
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Retrenchment Due to Financial Exigency 
Since the late 1960’s many public higher education Institutions have 
had to dismiss faculty members because of financial exigency. However, the 
first determination the Institution makes Is whether or not financial exigency 
does In fact exist and whether It Is bona fide. It Is not enough that an In¬ 
stitution shows that It Is facing a fiscal situation that might be alleviated 
by reduction In the size If Its staff. Instead, the urgency must be so severe 
that only by terminating the employment of faculty members will the Institu¬ 
tion survive. 
David L. Chauvin, a tenured employee at the University of Alaska, was 
discharged because of financial exlgeny. A university committee conducted 
an Informal hearing and allowed professor Chauvin to make a statement and 
i'.sard witnesses. The next day without giving Chauvin a notice, even though 
he had requested a formal hearing, the committee dismissed him from employ¬ 
ment at the University. Chauvin filed a suit denouncing his discharge and 
won his case In the trial court, and defendants appealed. The Alaska Supreme 
Court affirmed the trial court's holding that the discharge violated due pro¬ 
cess because Chauvin was not afforded a formal hearing. The Court ruled that 
Chauvin was entitled to reinstatement and damages for unpaid salary and lost 
benefits. It appeared that Chauvin had won the case. However, the Court 
noted that Chauvln’s reinstatement ordered by the trial court did not pre¬ 
clude the university from further proceeding If It chooses to terminate the 
employee.1 
■UniyÆC&ity.&f-Alaska v. Chauvin, 521 P. 2d 1234 (1981). 
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The court cited these principles: 
1. College professors with tenure have Interest In continued 
employment that are safeguarded by due process. 
2. Improper discharge of an employee Is grounds for reinstatement 
and damages for unpaid salary and lost benefits. 
3. Tenured personnel are not obligated to pursue alternative 
employment offered by the University which are non-tenured and 
non-permanent during pending hearing concerning discharge, 
where acceptance of other employment would compromise his claim. 
4. A wronged party must use reasonable efforts to avoid 
consequences of Injury done by another. 
An action was brought to the Kansas Courts by Gary Boatright to 
recover damages for breach of contract by the trustees of a community 
college who failed to renew his contract of employment. The District 
Court entered Judgment upholding the plaintiff from which both parties 
appealed. 
In 1974, the college board of trustees and the education association 
negotiated a contract to govern the employment rights of the teachers. 
When reductions In force due to economic conditions or elimination of a 
program, the faculty member with the lease service at the college In the 
division In question would be released first. Gary Boatright had ten (10) 
years In service at the college, but there were six (6) faculty members 
with less seniority of the faculty than Boatright. 
The plaintiff challenged the nonrenewal of his employment contract 
on the basis that the board had violated their negotiated collective 
bargaining agreement. The Supreme Court of Kansas affirmed the lower 
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court decision by citing these principles:* 
1. Contracts covering terms and conditions of professional 
services negotiated by Board of Trustees and negotiations 
representatives of teachers, pursuant to collective 
negotiations law, becomes binding on all parties. When 
ratified by board and teachers. 
2. Grievance procedures negotiated between board of trustees and 
college negotiating representative that do not provide to an 
aggrieved teacher an evidentiary hearing before an Impartial 
hearing body can be brought to court for adjudication. 
3. Unemployed teacher making a diligent effort to find other 
employment after nonrenewal of his contract does not waive his 
right and Is not barred from asserting his claim against board 
of trustees for breach of collective bargaining agreement. 
Two discharged Peru State College tenured faculty members, Darrell 
Winlnger and James D. Levitt, brought an action under the civil rights 
statute seeking retention after they had been dismissed because of fi¬ 
nancial exlgeny. The State College adapted a budget which necessitated 
a reduction In the number of faculty members. After proper due process 
hearings, the Board of Trustees terminated the employment of the profes¬ 
sors, after an attempt was made to maintain the programs most necessary 
at the College and retain the faculty members most needed to carry them on. 
Plaintiffs brought an action to the United States District Court, District 
of Nebraska, which had to determine (1) whether or not the plaintiffs had 
1 Boatright v. Board of Trustees of But 1er County Community Junior 
College. 509 P. 2d 1032 (1974). 
2 Levitt v. Board ofTrustees of Nebraska State College. 376 F. Supp. 
945 (D. Neb. 1978). 
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a constitutional right to continued employment at the College In spite of 
lack of funds and (2) whether or not any action of the defendants, related 
to discharge for the plaintiffs. The Court ruled In favor of the defen¬ 
dants on these principles: 
1. The plaintiffs are not guaranteed any absolute constitutional 
right to continued employment. 
2. Plaintiffs tenure rights do not guarantee them continued 
rights to public employment. 
3. The termination of plaintiffs was not conducted In any manner 
to damage their professional reputations or foreclose their 
rights to future employability. 
4. Where lack of funds necessitated releasing faculty members It 
It within province of school administration to determine which 
teachers should be released and which retained. 
5. The plaintiffs failed to show that the dismissal procedure was 
arbitrary or capricious under civil rights statutes. 
Another dismissal, due to financial exigency, was Initiated In the 
University system of Wisconsin. A group of tenured faculty members of 
the several campuses of the University were laid off because of budget 
reductions within the system. They sought a preliminary Injunction to 
prevent the university from carrying out the lay off, arguing that the 
lay offs procedure violated due process requirements of the United State 
Constitution. 1 The court ruled for the defendants by citing these 
principles: 
i 
Johnson v. Board of Regents of-±he-UnIversify of. Wisconsin System. 377 
F. Supp. 227 (W.D. WIs. 2974) affirmed without opinion, 510 2d 1975 (7th 
CIr. 1975). 
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1. Tenured professors have no cons+l+u+ionally protected Interest 
In the process by which the central administration decide how 
the budget cuts would be spread among the universities, and 
had not constitutionally protected Interest even In the 
process by which the reduction In funds was allocated between 
the various colleges and department of each campus. 
2. There Is a difference between the procedural due process 
required In terminating state employees for cause, or for 
other reasons Involving same action, Inaction, or reasons 
personal to the employee Involved; than that required where 
termination Is based upon financial exigency or other 
Impersonal external circumstance. 
3. The Fourteenth Amendment due process does require that a 
tenured faculty member selected for termination have a fair 
opportunity to be heard on the question Involved In the 
selection process, after he Is Initially Identified for 
termination, but before final decision. 
Dale Hlbbs filed an action against Iowa Community College alleging 
that his dismissal during a staff reduction was for constitutionally 
Impermissible reasons relating to his exercise of freedom of speech both 
In and out of the classroom.' The court dismissed the complaint on 
these principles declaring that the plaintiff’s First Amendment rights 
had not been violated: 
1. A college has a right to expect a teacher to follow In¬ 
structions and to work cooperatively and harmoniously 
with the administration. 
F. 
i 
Hlbbs v. Board of Education of Iowa Central Community College. 392 
Supp. 1202 (N.D. Iowa 1975). 
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2. It Is the burden of the plaintiff to show that the college’s 
decision not to rehlre him was Impermissibly based upon his 
exercise of first amendment rights. 
Robert J. Brady, a tenured associate professor at Wayne State 
College, brought an action against the college after he had been 
dismissed without a hearing because the school's budget had been 
reduced. He sued for damages and for declaratory relief. The lower 
court dismissed Brady’s petition and he appealed. The Supreme Court 
held that his termination was Ineffective to terminate the teaching 
contract because he was deprived of right to a notice and a hearing 
which were required by his contract and the collective bargaining agree¬ 
ment.' The State Supreme Court reversed and remanded the case to the 
trial court on these principles: 
1. A tenured professor has sufficient property Interest In 
continued employment to entitle him to the protection of 
procedural due process. 
2. In Instant case, when damages are confirmed, the amount of 
salary Is for the last effective year of contract less the 
amount earned from other employment during current contract 
renewal period, plus Interest and cost. 
3. Where a college faculty member Is employed using annual 
reappointment forms which do not set forth terms and 
conditions of employment, the employment policies, rules and 
regulations of the college become a part of the employment 
contract between the college and the faculty member. 
4. Retrenchment due to financial exlgeny resulting In dismissals 
require a hearing either before the decision to terminate, or 
after the decision to terminate, but before teaching duties 
begin In the fall. 
i 
Brady v. Board of Trustees of Nebraska State College. 242 N.W. 2d 
£1É_U2Z£1. 
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5. Contractual nor constitutional rights to procedural due 
process are waived when tenured professor Initiate grievance 
procedure under collective bargaining agreement. 
One thousand members of the City University of New York were laid 
off due to budget restrictions. The Court held that the retrenchment 
guidelines adapted by the CUNY Board of Trustees were reasonable and 
neither arbitrary nor caprlcous. The guidelines provided that the 
faculty were not entitled to participate In retrenchment plans or to 
pertermI nation hearing and need be given only a 30 day notice prior to 
dismissal.1 The Court stated that the plaintiff's due process claims 
were wholly without merit and ruled that past termination hearings were 
constitutionally adequate. These principles were followed: 
1. Where lack of funds necessitate releasing a sizeable number of 
faculty It Is peculiarly within province of school administration 
to determine which teacher should be released 
and which retained. 
2. City university terminating a number of tenured and certified 
faculty members In retrenchment programs cause by financial 
exigency was not constitutionally required to produce witnesses 
for cross-exam InInatIon at hearing. 
3. Where a bona fide financial emergency exists an Institution 
may adapt and apply uniform procedures to meet such emergency. 
4. The procedural rights and protections afforded the plaintiffs 
must be met by notice and an opportunity for a hearing 
appropriate to the nature of the case In light of the 
compelling Interest Involved. 
In August 1976, Bonnie Harris, an employee at the University of 
Washington received a lay off notice which gave lack of funds as the 
reasoning for her discharge. Harris argued that the University did have 
1 Klelvn v. Board of Higher Education of the City.of New York. 934 
F. Supp. 1113 (S.D.N.Y. (1977). 
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sufficient money to continue to pay her because of the unused salary from 
several vacant positions In her department. The personnel board agreed 
with Harris and decided that the University could drop an unfilled posi¬ 
tion and use the money to pay the dismissed employee. On appeal to the 
Superior Court the board’s Idea was adapted, but the Court reversed the 
board’s decision, holding that It had no authority to require the Univer¬ 
sity to eliminate a position to establish funds to pay for another.' These 
legal principles were cited: 
1. Positions to be eliminated and those to be retained when the 
budget Is reduced Is left to the good faith Judgment of 
management. 
2. The purpose of the State Higher Education Personnel Law Is to 
establish a personnel system based on merit principles and 
scientific methods. 
Analysis 
Due to rapid changes at public higher education Institutions and 
societal demands, the courts have given university administrators 
sufficient discretion to retrench In areas were funds are limited. The 
result of such shortage and the problem of adequately allocating these 
funds has caused university officials to terminate faculty members-both 
2 
tenured and nontenured. Once the need for a reduct Ion-In-force has 
' University of Washington v. Harris. 600 P. 2d 653 (1978). 
2 Mabey. at 1043. 
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been established, the governing body may employ any constitutional 
standard to Implement the reduction. 
Case law denotes that once a professor has been terminated he Is 
not entitled to an adversary proceeding similar to a court room. 
However, a hearing can be granted but university officials cannot be 
confronted and cross examined. It Is not required that the person 
presiding at the hearing have a degree of neutrality or Impartiality 
which characterizes a court of law.1 
In order to discharge tenured faculty, the Institution has the 
burden of discharge tenured faculty, the Institution has the burden of 
proving that a financial exigency exists and that a uniform set of 
2 
procedures be used for determining who would be discharge. The Court 
held that where there Is a showing that the administrative body, in 
exercising its Judgement, acts from honest conviction and there are no 
arbitrary actions or ill will. It Is not the province of the court to 
Interfere and substitute Its judgment for that of the administrative 
y • 
During the next decade higher education Institutions will see 
Increasing financial crises. Institutions that prepare for the im¬ 
pending reductions with good Intentions, considering not only the most 
powerful faculty group but also the Institution's legally mandated 
affirmative action responsibilities, will be able to make a legally 
defensible retrenchment plan and not face the scrutiny of the Courts. 
i 
Johnson, at 240-42 
2LevItt. at 950. 
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Dismissal due to Racial Discrimination 
The petitioner was an Individual of Slavic origin who was employed 
as a part-time faculty member to teach a Russian Language course at the 
state university. The plaintiff's contract was not renewed because of 
his refusal to sign an acknowledgement that his employment was on a 
temporary basis. He alleged that he was forced out of his teaching 
position because of his national origin (Carpatho-Russlan)! The trial 
court held for the college on the following principles! 
1. A nontenured associate professor In a state operated 
university has no property Interest In continual employment. 
2. Congress did not Intend by Title VII that one be hired because 
he Is a member of a minority group. 
3. The law shows that In a Title VII action In order to establish 
a prima facie case, an aggrieved person must show (1) that he 
belongs to a national minority: (2) that he applied and was 
qualified for a job the employer was trying to fill; (3) that 
although qualified for a Job that he was refused; and (4) that 
the employer continued to seek applicants with the complainant's 
qualIfIcatlons. 
A civil rights case was considered when plaintiffs brought an 
-'"Mon against community college In connection with denial of full-time 
faculty appointments and they also alleged that they were refused 
part-time positions at the college In retaliation for filing a suit under 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Further, they Indicated that the college 
affirmative action plan was Impermissible. The District Court held that 
plaintiffs failed to establIsh a prima facie case of discrimination; and 




California State College. 410 F. Supp. 48 (W.D. Pa. 
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RIgh+s Act of 1964.’ The Court granted relief to defendants In all 
Instances except that relief sought for retaliation on these principles: 
1. The fact that plaintiffs do not belong to a racial minority Is 
of no consequence. Title VII prohibits racial discrimination 
against white persons upon the same standards as would be 
applicable were he a Negro. 
2. Plaintiffs must show that there Is a discriminatory motive for 
defendant’s actions. 
3. Remedial legislation such as Title VII Is entitled to the 
benefit of liberal construction; It should be Interpreted In a 
humane and commonsenslcal manner. 
4. Deprivation of a right created by Title VII cannot be the 
basis for a cause of action. 
5. Title VII permits employers to adapt voluntary affirmative 
action plans when their purpose Is consistent with the 
Congressional Intent underlying the statute. 
Yuklyasu Ishlgaml brought action against the University of Hawaii 
alleging denial of constitutional and contractual rights In denial of 
tenure. He claimed that his denial resulted from the department 
2 
chairmen being prejudiced against him because of his national origin. 
The United States District Court of Hawaii dismissed Ishlgaml's petition 
on these principles: 
1. Plaintiff falled to establish denial of protection on theory 
that he was not evaluated for tenure on the basis of 
statistical evidence that almost everyone on the faculty who 
appI led got tenure. 
2. Plaintiff falled to establish that departmental chairmen, 
1 .Cghen-yj-Comrounlty-CQl lege at.EhilsctelphLa, 484 F. Supp. 411 (E.D. 
Penn. 1980). 
2 Ishlgaml v. University of Hawaii. 469 F. Supp. 443 (D. Hawaii 
1979). 
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who was also of Japanese origin and born In Japan, 
discriminated against him In denial of tenure of his Japanese 
national origin. 
Dismissals due to Sex Discriminations 
Billie H. Byron sued the University of Florida and Its officers 
alleging a concerted effort to discriminate against her because of 
her sex. Allegations were made which suggested that the plaintiff 
was denied promotion from staff Assistant II to Staff Assistant I 
and subsequently all of plaintiff’s supervisory duties were trans¬ 
ferred to men; and that she was demoted to a position of secretary 
III. Byron filed suit seeking reinstatement as a Staff Assistant I.' 
The court followed these principles: 
1. The Eleventh Amendment does not bar state university 
employee’s claim against Individual officers and em¬ 
ployees of university for sex discrimination In employment. 
2. The university not being endowed with separate corporate 
existence nor given authority to be sued In Its name, lacked 
capacity to be sued In actions under Civil Rights Act of 1964 
alleging sex discrimination In employment. 
3. The Eleventh Amendment does not bar plaintiff from seeking 
re Ilef other than reward of back pay. 
Judith M. Davis, a former professor at the University of Wisconsin 
Green Bay sued, alleging sex discrimination In the termination of her 
teaching position. The district court granted defendant's motion to 
dismiss the complaint at the close of plaintiff's case. The court of 
l 
Byron v. University of Florida. 403 F. Supp. 49 (N.D. Fla. 1975). 
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Appeals affirmed the results reached by the District Court.1 These 
principles emerged In the case: 
1. Failure to file charges of discrimination before Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission generally precludes bringing 
actions to Federal Court. Since the filing requirement 
provides notice to party charged with violation and gives that 
party an opportunity to comply with Title VII before 
Institution of action In Federal Court. 
2. Plaintiff's challenging her nonretention, prima facie showing 
of employment discrimination was rebutted by university's 
showing that complaint was terminated for budgetary reasons, 
exacerbated by her refusal to teach certain courses. 
3. The legal standard for the order and allocation of proof In a 
private non-class action challenging employment discrimination 
Is by showing (1) that one belongs to a racial minority, (2) 
that he applied and was qualified for a Job which the employer 
was seeking applicants, (3)d!spute his qualifications, he was 
rejected, and (4) after his rejection , the position remained 
open and employer continued to seek applicants from person of 
complaInt°s qualifications. 
A sex discrimination case against a university was Initiated by 
Marcia Lieberman who alleged that her denial of tenure by the university 
of Connecticut was motivated by sexual bias and was made In retaliation 
her feminist political activities and was carried out In 
controventIon of prescribed procedures. The trial court held that the 
plaintiff was not granted tenure because her teaching and scholarship 
2 
did not merit a lifetime appointment. The principles given by the trial 
’ Davis v. Weldner. 596 F. 2d 726 (7th CIr. 1979). 
2 Lieberman v. Gant. 474 F. Supp. 848 (D. Conn. 1979). 
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court In ruling for the defendant were as follows: 
1. The opinion and Interpretation of those who draft university 
procedures and work with them on a dally basis must be given 
great deference. 
2. The plaintiff bears the Initial burdens of showing prima facie 
case discrimination. 
3. A clash of personalities Is not a sufficient basis for 
liability; there must be evidence of sex discrimination . 
4. Allegations that a public employee performed his Job 
Inadequately, In absence of any charges of dishonesty or 
Immorality, are not sufficiently stigmatized to Implicate a 
constitutionally protected liberty Interest. 
5. Under the Intracorporate conspiracy doctrine, where defendants 
are all acting In there capacity as officers and employees of 
the state at time of alleged conspiracy to violate female 
teacher's civil rights, there could be no liability under the 
Civil Rights Act. 
A New Hampshire case alleging sex discrimination was filed against 
the Board of Trustees of Keene State College by Christine Sweeney. She 
sought the backdating of her promotion to date of her first attempt 
to obtain promotion and accompanying adjustment In salary for 
;ervenlng years. The trial court entered Judgement for Sweeny, and 
the college appealed. The Court of Appeals affirmed, and the college 
sought certiorari. The United States Supreme Court vacated and 
remanded. The District Court again found for the plaintiff, and the 
col lege appealed. 1 
! 
Sweenev v. Board of Trustees of Keene State College. 569 f. 2d 169 
(1st Cor.), Vacated remanded ..on other, .grounds, 439 u.S. 24 1978). 604 
F. 2 d 106 (1st CIr. 1979) (affirming district court's ruling for 
plaintiff). Cert, denied. 444 U. S. 1045 (1980). 
1970's to a progressive and active In the late 1970's 
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Ana lysis 
The number of court cases Involving faculty dismissal In public 
higher education due to alleged discrimination Is large. However, In 
this study major cases citing race and sex discrimination will be 
analyzed. The Judiciary has rendered a number of significant decisions 
restricting practices that discriminate against faculty. This section 
of the study will review cases and decisions that have been based on 
federal statutes and addressed legal principles that shield faculty 
members from discrimination based on race and sex. 
In order to curtail discrimination In public higher education 
Institutions, the standard most often used claims of disparate treatment 
were laid down In McDonnell Douglas Corporation v. Green.1 In this case 
the Supreme Court set forth the four elements necessary to establish a 
prima facie case of race discrimination under Title VII; (1) the 
plaintiff must show that he belongs to a racial minority; (2) that he 
applied and was qualified for a Job for which the employer was seeking 
applicants; (3) that despite his qualification, he was rejected, and 
(4) after his rejection, the position remained open and the employer 
continued to see applications from persons of the complainant's 
qualification. However, the court cautioned that these four elements 
might not be necessarily applicable In ever aspect In all Title VII 
case. 
i 
McDonnell Douglas Corporation v. Green. 411 U.S. 792 (1973). 
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Figure 1 
A TABULAR SYNOPOSIS 
PROHIBITED, PERMITTED 
OF ADMINISTRATIVE-FACULTY BARGAINING 
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This synopsis of administrative-faculty bargaining Issues does not allude to all the 
state and federal court decisions mentioned In this study. It gives a summary of preceden¬ 
tial state and federal case decisions as they apply to the Issued Investigated In this 
research. 
Collective bargaining enabling legislation passed by Individual states did not have an 
Impact on the Issues specified In this study. However, this legislation did give the state 
public higher education faculties the right to engagé In collective bargaining, and to 
confer In good faith with respect to wages, hours end other unspecified terms and condi¬ 
tions of emDIovment. 
Analysis 
The Impact that an absence of limitations on the scope of bar¬ 
gaining that state statutes have on tenure, financial exigency, shared 
governance, and racial and sex discrimination In public higher education 
Institutions Is as yet unclear. These concerns are not specifically men¬ 
tioned In state statutes, thereby, making It possible for the faculty and 
administrations to bargain over these Issues or have them adjudicated. 
Ten state laws define the scope of bargaining traditionally, as "wages, 
hours, and terms and conditions of employment," while fourteen laws fur¬ 
ther limit scope by specific Inclusions or exclusions, while at the same 
time, not Including the Important Issues of tenure, nontenure, financial 
exigency, and racial and sex discrimination.1 Legislation that provides 
the parties with clear parameters within which good faith bargaining can 
take place usually effectively minimizes debate over open or ambiguous areas. 
i 
The ten states with laws defined scope In a traditional manner 
are Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Michigan, New York, Oregon, 
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Washington and Wisconsin. The fourteen 
states with laws that attempt to detail scope but exclude tenure, 
nontenure, financial exigency, and racial and sex discrimination, are 
Alaska, California, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, 
Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, South Dakota 
and Vermont. 
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Courts of Appeals have consistently approved the application of the 
McDonnel Douglas test to charges of discrimination In the academic context. 1 2 3 
Therefore, the plaintiff must show evidence adequate to create an Inference 
that an employment decision was base on a discriminatory criterion Illegal 
under the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 
For example. In Kutska, plaintiff was non-tenured associate professor 
and under university tenure regulations he had no property Interest In con¬ 
tinued employment. The court stated that mere conclusion allegations of 
racial discrimination propounded by the plaintiff Is not enough to support 
2 
his claim. The court could not find merit to plaintiff's contention that 
the evidence Introduced at the trial establI shed a prima facie case of dis¬ 
crimination on the part of the defendant's. 
In Cohen reverse racial discriminatory action was brought against a 
community college In connection with denial of full-time faculty appoint¬ 
ment, and plaintiffs also alleged that they were refused part-time posi¬ 
tions In reference to unqualified Black candidates. However, the plain- 
3 
tiffs failed to establish a prima facie case of discrimination. Also, 
In reference to the plaintiffs claim that unqualified Blacks were given 
part-time positions, the court concluded Title VII permits employers to 
adapt voluntary affirmative action plans when their purpose Is consistent 
with Congressional Intent underlying the statute. 
Another Instance where the plaintiff failed to show evidence to 
1 McDonnelI. at 802. 
2Ku±£kfl, at 52. 
3 Cohen, at 411. 
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create an Inference that an employment decision was based on disc¬ 
rimination was the Lsh.Igaml case. The plaintiff failed to establish 
denial of equal protection on the basis of statistical evidence that 
almost everyone on the faculty who applied got tenure.1 The court 
Inferred that when an application for tenure Is considered they should 
be reviewed strictly In conformity with presently existing rules and 
procedures. 
Sex discrimination has been a persistent problem In public higher 
education. Such denial of equal and fair employment opportunities 
because of some personnel characteristics, usually unalterable and 
Irrelevant to the performance of the Job, Is Illegal. 
In Instances of sex discrimination, the plaintiffs must also estab¬ 
lish a prima facie case showing evidence adequate to create an Inference 
that an employment decision was based on a discriminatory criterion Illegal 
2 
under the Civil Rights act 1964. However, a university that Is not endowed 
with separate corporate existence Is not given authority to be sued In Its 
name, lacks capacity to be sued in action under the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
when sex discrimination Is alleged. 
In sex discrimination cases, the plaintiff must file charges of 
discrimination before the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission before 
bringing action to Federal Court. This action Is necessary In order to 
provide notice to the party charged with a violation and gives that 
i 
Ishiqaml. at 443. 
2 
Lieberman. at 848. 
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party an opportunity to comply with Title VII before Instituting an 
action In Federal Court.However, even after the Equal Employment Op¬ 
portunity Act removed the exemptions of public educational Institu¬ 
tions from Title VII coverage, many Institutions continued their dis¬ 
criminatory practices. Many of these discriminatory practices were 
allowed to continue due to the Judicial non-intervention, or hands off 
policy adapted by the courts. The court’s view was that It was power¬ 
less to substitute Its Judgement for that of the university as to whether 
academic credentials are such that tenure should be awarded.* Further, 
the courts acknowledged that they were not qualified to evaluate academic 
performance. The courts also claimed that the determination of tenure 
should be within the Johnson confines of experts and peers In selective 
academic areas, providing there Is no violation of plaintiff’s statutory 
2 
or constitutional rights. 
Since the late 1970’s, the Federal Courts have given their approval 
to an Increased level of Judicial scrutiny of university employment prac¬ 
tices. Presently, the courts have retreated from their non-Intervent Ion- 
Ist hands off policy. The breakthrough for academic plaintiffs In the 
3 
federal courts actually began In Sweeney. In her suit, she alleged sex 
discrimination sought backdating of her promotion to the date of her first 
' Davis, at 726. 
2 iohnSQD, at 925. 
3 
Sweeney, at 169. 
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attempt at an accompanying adjustment In her salary for the In¬ 
tervening years. The First Circuit affirmed the trial court's 
decision, speaking directly to the difficulty of showing Intent: 
"particularly In a college or university setting, where the level of 
sophistication Is likely to be much higher than In other employment 
situations, direct evidence of sex discrimination will rarely be 
available." 1 
The Federal Courts' effort to critically examine the employment 
practices of the university charged with sex discriminating Is a step 
forward In the effort to achieve the goals of Title VII. Currently 
however, plaintiffs do not face an easy task In proving sex biased when 
the University has made an employment dec I son. 
In reviewing the struggle for educational race and sex equity In 
public higher education Institutions, the role of the Judiciary stands 
as the most critical.2 The judiciary at the federal level has been a 
formidable factor In mandating social and educational change In race and 
sex discrimination cases. 
’üMÊÊnsy, at 176 
2 
In this study, one of two academic sex discrimination cases have 
resulted In final judgement for the plaintiff. They are: Sweeney v. 
Board of Trustees of Keene State 569 F. 2d 169 (1st CIr.) Vacated, .and 
remanded on. other grounds. 439 U.S. 24 (1978); Jepsen v Florida Board of 
Regents,. 610 F. 2d 1379 (5th CIr 1980). On the losing side, se: Davis 
v. Weldner. 596 F. 2d 726 (7th CIr. 1979); Lleberman v. Grant. 474 F. 




The judicial cases cited In this study show that the courts have 
established substanttve principals and have set procedures for both 
the faculty and administration In public higher education. The courts 
at the local, state and federal level have determined the legality of 
major personnel and administrative Issues Impacting public education. 
During the late 1960's through 1981 the state and federal courts 
have responded to bargalnable Issues Initiated by the college faculty 
and administrators. These Issues have been Influenced by political and 
socio-economic processes, and the entrenchment of teaching personnel at 
many state public colleges. 
The courts have been asked by state boards of control to determine 
the right of college officials to manage public Institutions without un¬ 
due Influence by faculty groups; to protect the constitutional rights of 
college teachers; and to facilitate faculty Input In personnel and admini¬ 
strative matters that are not prohibited by college statutory policy. In 
developing collective bargaining policy, the courts have gradually moved 
from a passive and restrained role In the late 1970's to a more supporta- 
tlve role In the 1980's. 
i 
D.S. Chauhan, "The Judiciary's Impact on Public Labor Relations: 
Policy Development by the Court's," Public Personnel Management. Vol. 6 
(5) September - October 1977, p. 356. 
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During the review of the cases In this study, the courts have used 
a case-by-case, Issue by Issue method to determine which Issues are 
legal and merit constitutional consideration. Also, the courts have 
determined which Issues fall within the scope of negotiation and 
redress. 
A review of court cases shown, both state and federal, college 
boards of control cannot violate a faculty member's constitutional 
rights and dismiss him In an arbitrary and capricious manner. The 
educational laws of the selected states reviewed In the study pro¬ 
vide college boards with broad powers to discharge their duties to 
meet the changing needs of employer-employee relations. It has also 
established that college boards can dismiss college personnel 
without a hearing when there Is no property, Interest Involved In 
the employment situation. A faculty member does not have a perma¬ 
nent right to a Job and can be dismissed for cause whether tenured 
or nontenured. 
The constitutional protection of public higher education employment 
Is based upon the substantive rights embodied In the First Amendment and 
the procedural rights of the Fourteeenth Amendment. Regardless of 
tenured or nontenured status, all faculty members employed by public 
higher education Institutions are protected from dismissal based upon 
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proper exercise of subs+an+lve constitutional rights. 
In addition, In the presence of appropriate procedural safeguards, 
a tenured or nontenured faculty member may be dismissed for adequate 
cause, Including bona fide financial exigency, but not because of his 
race or sex. 
Finally, procedural rights—constitutionally guaranteed procedural 
due process—are available only to those faculty members who can prove 
the existence of an Interest protected by the Fourteenth Amendment. 
The purpose of this study was to appraise the legal Impact col¬ 
lective bargaining has had on colleglallty In participatory management 
decision making on selected personnel Issues In public higher education 
Institutions during the late 1960fs through 1981. The Issues relative 
to the selected areas are: (1) tenure, (2) nontenure, (3) retrenchment 
due to financial exigency, and (4) racial and sex discrimination. 
Findings and Conclusions 
A search was made for state collective bargaining enabling legisla¬ 
tive enactments and court cases that Influence and hold I dent I flab I y selec¬ 
ted personnel Issues that were negotiable when the faculty and administration 
reached an Impasse on dismissal questions. Following are the findings and 
conclusions derived from this research: 
(1) Has collective bargaining legislation emphasized collegial 
Issues during the negotiating process? 
A review of state collective bargaining enabling legislation shows 
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that collegial Issues presented In this study are not specifically 
addressed In the statutory language of the Individual state enactments. 
It appears that the legislation Is designed to be vague when the scope 
and conditions of work are mentioned. It Is possible that the designers 
of the various state collective bargaining laws wanted the affected 
parties—faculty and administration—to negotiate their special Issues 
and make agreements that would satisfy the Interest of all actors 
Involved In the negotiations. 
(2) What trends have developed In enabling legislation that denote 
leglalIty In governance In public higher education Institutions? 
The trend for colleglalIty In governance In higher education does 
not exist In the various collective bargaining laws. The state legis¬ 
latures have not found It necessary to create a collegial framework 
within which educational regulations can take place. As previously 
stated, the framework for the resolution of Issues In state enabling 
legislation If often vague and Incomplete. The twenty-four states that 
allow boards of control to bargain with the faculty show variances In 
the statutory language, but all reflect diminishing colleglalIty In 
governance. This Is evident because the specific collegial Issues 
addressed In this study are not specially stressed In the state 
legislation. 
(3) What principles In case laws have been established by the 
courts to govern selected personnel and collegial Issues embrace by 
the college faculty and administration? 
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The Judicial cases cited In this study show that the courts have 
established substantive principles that have set a legal course for both 
the faculty and administration In public higher education. The courts 
at the local, state, and federal level have determine the legality of 
major personnel and administrative Issues Impacting public education. 
The courts have been asked to preserve the col lege board’s of 
control legal right to manage public Institutions without undue 
Influence by faculty groups; to protect the constitutional rights of 
college teachers; and to facilitate faculty Input In personnel and 
administrative matters that are not prohibited by college statutory 
policy. In developing collective bargaining policy, the courts have 
gradually moved from a passive and retrained role In the late 1960’s and 
•' !y 1970's to a progressive and active role In the late 1970’s. 1 
In this analysis of collective bargaining the court decisions 
Impact on public higher education personnel Issues seem to have been 
Influenced as much by situational factors as by stare decisis. These 
court decisions have produced major changes In collegial personnel and 
managerial concerns that have resulted In subsequent litigation by both 
parties. 
As Is clear from review of the cases In this study, the courts have 
used a case-by-case, Issues by Issue method to determine which Issues 
within the scope of negotiation and redress are legal and merit 
constitutional consideration. 
1 See Chauhan, p. 356. 
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The constltut Iona I protection of public higher education employment 
Is based upon the substantive rights embodied In the First Amendment and 
the procedural rights of the Fourth Amendment. Regardless of tenured or 
nontenured status, ail faculty members employed by public higher 
education Institutions are protected from dismissal based upon proper 
exercise of substantive constitutional rights . 
Finally, procedural rights —constitutionally guaranteed procedural 
due process —are available only to those faculty members who can prove 
the existence of an Interest protected by the Fourteenth Amendment. 
The basic legal principles established by the courts relating to 
selected personnel collegial Issues surrounding dismissals that were 
embraced by the college faculty and administration are as follows: 
IeDiir_e.PrJ.B&.LEl£s 
1. The First and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States 
Constitution Is the basis for most tenure cases that are 
derived from violating faculty rights. 
2. The state and federal Judicial system supports the concept and 
general practice of academic tenure 
3. Evidence used for Illustrative purpose does not determine that 
one Is guilty of Immoral conduct or evident unfitness for 
service at a state school. 
4. The governing board of public higher education Institutions Is 
the sole perogatlve on granting tenure. 
5. Boards of control may not violate Its own policies regarding 
faculty appointments, re-appointments ,or dismissal when such 
Is a part of Its official operating procedure. 
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6. Tenure Is not a Insulator of a professor’s teaching methods 
and grading procedures when review Is warranted by his 
superior or provide protection for acting disharmoniously with 
colleagues and the administration. 
7. Tenure does not authorize a faculty member to create an Image 
of Incompetency and dishonesty which reflects unfavorably upon 
the Institution. 
8. Boards of control may restrict outside employment and 
political activities of faculty members when such employment 
Interfere with the regular academic service of the faculty 
member of the Institution which Is his full-time employer. 
9. Public higher education Institutions cannot dismiss a tenured 
faculty member unless dismissal Is accompanied by a hearing 
Involving all the rudiments of procedural due process 
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States 
Constitution. 
10. State statute has no provision for delegation of dismissal 
power. 
11. The judiciary has upheld the rights of boards of control to 
grant tenure to faculty members of colleges and universities 
In whatever ratio that the boards deem proper for the 
Institution. 
12. A violation of the due process clause Is evident when a 
tenured professor Is derived of his property Interest In 
continued employment. 
13. The Judiciary Is generally not concerned with the 
administration of governance of Institutions of public higher 
education. The courts only require that the Institutions 
comply with Its commitment to Its faculty as established 
through Institutionally adapted terms and conditions of 
employment. 
14. Professors being dismissed on academic reasons and properly 
accomplished are lawful. 
15. When a tenured faculty member Is terminated for cause, the 
courts require only that Institutions and officials adhere to 
due process requirements and that the termination be supported 
by substantial evidence. 
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16. The courts have required higher public education Institutions 
to observe state-Imposed or self-imposed deadlines for final 
notification of non-renewal of contracts In cases Involving 
dismissals of faculty members. Failure to meet deadlines for 
dismissal notifications require reinstating faculty members 
previously dismissed, 
17. The courts have upheld the dismissal of faculty members for 
cause where the dismissing Institution has consistently shown 
a clear relationship between the faculty member’s 
objectionable conduct and his failure to teach. 
18. Having the right to grant tenure Is the right of governing 
boards. Such rights may not be circumscribed or preempted by 
grievance disputes by faculty members during the bargaining 
process. 
19. State law determines whether a nontenured faculty member has a 
right to continued employment at a public Institution. 
20. Nontenured faculty members may not be deprived of a property 
Interest In his position without procedural due process. 
21. To have a property Interest In a benefit, an employee must 
have a legitimate claim of entitlement to the benefit based on 
existing rules or understanding that stems from an 
Independent source of state laws. 
22. The tenure property rights expires upon retirement. 
.Nontenure Principles 
1. State law determines whether a nontenured faculty member has a 
right to continued employment at a public Institution. 
2. Independent sources that may establish a legitimate claim of 
entitlement are terms of appointment, state statutes, and uni¬ 
versity rules and regulations. 
3. A nontenured faculty member may not be deprived of a liberty 
Interest In his position without due process. 
4. Liberty Interest arises when an employee Is publicly subjected 
to a badge of Infamy that might damage the employee’s standing 
and association In his community. 
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5. A person is not deprived of a liberty Interest when he Is not 
rehlred In one Job but remain as free as before to seek 
another. 
6. Nontenured faculty members do not have a constitutional right 
to a pretermination hearing. 
7. The courts have held that a due process hearing must be 
accorded a nontenured faculty member If his contract Is not 
renewed because he exercised his rights of free speech. 
8. A due process hearing must Include an advance notice of the 
charges, sources of charges, opportunity to respond to 
charges, opportunity to confront witnesses under oath, an 
opportunity to confront and cross examine opposing witnesses 
under oath, and representation by counsel of choice. 
9. A faculty member has been provided with ad adequate hearing 
before suspension If he refuses to testify when given the 
opportunity to explain facts surrounding a dispute. 
10. An expectation of reemployment Is not protected by procedural 
due process. 
11. Courts are reluctant to enter controversies between faculty 
members and the administration of colleges and universities 
when such controversies center upon the evaluation of faculty 
members' academic classroom performance. Courts enter 
evaluation controversies when faculty members have shown prime 
facie evidence of denial on constitutional rights In public 
Institutions. 
JLInanr I Fxtpftnry Principles 
1. A tenured professor may be dismissed for reason of financial 
exigency upon a hearing and without the expectancy of relief 
from the court providing a nonarbitrary, non-caprlcous constitu¬ 
tional selection process Is uniformly applied to all faculty 
members Involved In the dismissal process. 
2. When retrenchment plans have been revealed to the faculty, the 
courts have been suspicious that financial exigency terminations 
may have been used to conceal other motives. 
3. When provisions of a faculty handbook have been consistently 
practiced, Its provisions are an Integral part of the 
employment agreement and binding upon the Institution and 
faculty. 
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4. Tenured professors have no constitutionally protected Interest 
In the process by which the central administration decided how 
the budget cuts would be spread among the universities, and 
has no constitutionally protected Interest even In the process 
by which the reduction In funds was allocated between the 
various colleges and departments of each campus. 
5. There Is a difference between the procedural due process 
required In terminating state employees for cause, or for 
other reasons Involving same action, Inaction, or reasons 
personal to the employee Involved; than that required where 
termination Is base upon financial exigency or other Impersonal 
circumstances. 
6. The Fourteenth Amendment due process does require that a 
tenured faculty member selected for termination have a fair 
opportunity to be heard on the question Involved In the 
selection process, after he Is Initially Identified for 
termination, but before final decision. 
7. Plaintiffs are not quaranteed any absolute constitutional 
rights to continued employment. 
8. Where lack of funds necessitate releasing faculty members, It 
ts within the province of school administration to determine 
which teachers should be released and which retained. 
9. Retrenchment due to financial exigency resulting In dismissal 
require a hearing either before the dec I son to terminate, or 
after the dec I son to terminate, but before teaching duties In 
the fall. 
10. Where a bona fide financial emergency exists an Institution may 
adapt ad apply In I form procedure to meet such emergency. 
11. Educational governing boards posses an Inherent authority to 
discharge tenured faculty for reasons of financial exlgengy. 
12. In order to maintain a damage action against members of the 
board as Individuals, plaintiffs must prove mallcous, willful 
or Intentional misconduct by board members. 
Race and SexDlscr Imination.Pr. Inc Lples 
1. The courts permit faculty member to sue member of college and 
university boards of control personally and Individually under 
the Civil Rights Act of 1871, Section 1983 when the official 
acts of the board members have resulted In tortious 
deprivation of employment to the plaintiff faculty member. 
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2 . Institutional administrators are liable for action and 
punitive damages for Infringement on civil rights If they act 
with malice In their refusal to grant lawful rights. 
3. Discrimination In hiring and promotion based upon race and sex 
are In violation of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VII; 
also, faculty members wrongfully Injured by board members and 
administrators depriving them of their civil rights In public 
Institutions can sue their wrong-doers Individually or 
collectively. 
4. In a Title VII action In order to establish a prima facie case 
an aggrieved person must show that he belongs to a national 
minority; that he applied and was qualified for the Job; that 
although qualified for the Job he was refused; and that the 
employer continued to seek applicants with the complainant's 
qualIfIcatlons. 
5. Title VII prohibits racial discrimination against white 
persons upon the same standards as would be applicable were he 
a Negro. 
6. The plaintiff's burden Is to show by preponderance of evidence 
that employer's action was based on unlawful discriminatory 
conduct. 
7. Failure to file charges of discrimination before Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission generally precluded bringing 
action to Federal Court. Since the filing requirement 
provides notice to party charged with violation and gives that 
party an opportunity to comply with Title VII before 
Institution of action In Federal Court. 
8. Statistical proof at the prima facie case stage of sex 
discrimination suit Is not only practical but also represents 
sound policy of cased brought against Institutions of higher 
learning. 
9. Disdain for women's Issues, and diminished opinion of those 
who concentrate on those Issues, Is evidence of discriminatory 
attitude towards women. 
10. A clash of personalities Is not a sufficient basis for 
liability; there must be evidence of sex discrimination. 
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l mp 11cat, tons 
4. What Implications for the profession of education do the 
legislation and court decisions have In regard to future collegial 
concerns In public higher education? 
Review of state's enabling legislative acts and court decisions 
relevant to college personnel tssues provides evidence for Implications 
of equal Interest to college teachers Institutions, college boards of 
control and administrators. College boards of control and admini¬ 
strators are members of the same administrative team. Therefore, they 
make an abundance of administrative decisions that represent huge 
expenditures of time and effort. Many of these decisions affect the 
economic Interest of faculty members In a negative manner. Some of these 
decisions call for the dismissal of college faculty, reductions In pay, 
cut backs In courses and departments because of financial exigency, and 
In some cases, the closing of a college. 
Therefore, It Is necessary for Individual teachers and groups of 
teachers to participate In decision making when their Interests are 
arfected. The teacher's group has the responsibility of obtaining the 
best possible financial package, Including salaries and fringe benefits, 
plus greater power and control over working conditions. 
Both the teachers and administrators should be familiar with the 
legal and legislative historical background and current status before 
negotiations take place. College boards of control and faculty unions 
can find logical support for, or reasons to change their positions 
according to the previous success or failure rate of the personnel 
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Issues discussed In this study when they were litigated before the state 
and federal courts. A careful consideration of the Issues could save 
time and money. Both parties, faculty and administrators, after 
renewing the rulings of the cases In this study, can develop creative 
and Initiate approaches to meet their desired goals. Also, after re¬ 
viewing these Issues college boards of control and teacher groups 
should become aware of trends the court and legislatures have es¬ 
tablished and be able to appraise their chances of success. 
Finally, the professional educators can use the results of this 
study In that they can (1) anticipate the success or failure of specific 
personnel Issues before Initiating litigation; (2) update col lege 
handbooks and other Institutional rules and regulations that are 
applicable to college professional personnel; and (3) create a faculty 
and administrative committee to develop new Ideas and strategies that 
are designed to promote Institutional objectives that will treat 
all personnel fairly tenured and nontenured. 
£ecfiron!§Ma.tJAQS. 
The analysis of the findings and conclusions of this study lead to 
the following recommendations. These recommendations are offered to 
encourage more colleglallty between the faculties and administration In 
public higher education Institutions. 
1. It Is recommended that boards of control, college and 
university presidents, and faculty bargaining negotiators 
direct their staff to meet on a regular basis to develop 
collective bargaining agreements that are based on court 
determined constitutional rights. During these meetings the 
bargaining negotiators should Incorporate newly determined 
constitutional rights Into collective agreements for future 
contracts, thereby assuring due process and equity for all 
disputants. 
2. It Is recommended that within the next decade a study of the 
Impact of collective bargaining and affirmative action be 
conducted to determine the status of black male and female 
faculty In public higher education Institutions. 
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APPENDIX I I 
STATUTORY REFERENCES TO SELECTED PERSONNEL ISSUES AND THEIR 
SCOPE OF BARGAINING IN TWENTY-FOUR STATES 
Figure 2 
State Name of Statue Statutory Language Year 
Alaska Public Employment 
Relations Act 1 
Wages, hours and other 
terms and conditions or 
emp1oyment 
1972 
Californla Pub IIc Educational 
EmpIoyer-Emp1oyee 
Relations Act 2 
Matters relating to wages, 
hours of employment, and 
conditions of employment 
1975 
Connecticut State Employee 
CollectIve Bar¬ 
gaining 3 
Wages, hours and other 
conditions of employment 
1975 
Delaware Right of Pub 1Ic 
Employees to 
Organize 4 
Professional and employment 
relations (salaries and 
working conditions) 
1970 
Florida Publ Ic Employee 
Relation Act 5 
Wages, hours and terms 
and conditions of em- 
p1oyment 
1974 
Public Employment Relations Act. Alaska Statutes, Title 23, Secs. 
23. 40. 070-23. 40. 260 (1972) as amended. 
2 
Public Educational Employer-Employee Relations Act. Annotated 
CalIfornla Codes, Sec. 3540-3549. 3. DIv. 4 Ch. 10.7 (1975) as amended. 
3 
State Employee Collective Bargaining, Connecticut General 
Statutes Annotated. Title 5, Ch. 68, Secs. 5-270-5-280 (1975) as 
amended. 
4 
Right of Public Employees to Organize, Delaware.Codas.Annotated, 
Title 19, Ch. 13 Secs. 1301-1313 (1970). 
5 
Public Employee Relations Act, Florida Statutes Annotated, Secs. 
447. 201-447. 609 (1974). 
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State Name of Statue Statutory Language Year 
HawaiI Public Employment 
Relations Act 1 
Wages, rates, and other 
terms and conditions of 
emp1oyment 
1973 
lowa Public Employment 
Relations Act 2 
Wages, hours, vacation 
and other matters mutually 
agreed upon 
1974 
Kansas Pub IIc Employees 
Statute 3 
Terms and conditions of 
Professional service 
1970 
Maine State Employees 
Relations Act 4 
Wages, hours working condi¬ 








Wages, hours, and any 
other terms and condi¬ 
tions of employment 
1974 
Michigan Public Employees 
Relations Act 6 
Rates of pay, wages, or 
other conditions of 
emp1oyment 
1973 
Minnesota Employment Rela¬ 
tions Act 7 
Grievance procedures and 
the terms and conditions 
of employment 
1974 
"Public Employment Relations Act, Hawaii Revised Statutes, Ch. 89, 
Secs. 80-1 89-2 (1973). 
2Publlc Employment Relations Act, .Lowa Code Annotated, 20, Secs. 
20-1-20.29 (1974) as amended 
3Public Employment Statute, Kansas Statutes Annotated, Sec. 
72-5413-72-5431, Ch. 72, Art. 54 (1970) as amended. 
4 
Public Employment Relations Act, Maine Revised Statutes 
AnnotatedP Title 26, Ch. 9-B, Secs. 979-979-0 (1974) as amended. 
State County-Munclpal Employee Law, Massarhnset'i—„  
rh iso E, Secs. 1-15 (1974) as amended. ' s üenerai Laws 
6Publlc Employment Relations Act, Michigan Comp I led Laws 
Annotated. Secs. 433. 201-423. 216 (1973) as amended. 
7 
Employment Relations Act, Minnesota Statutes Annotated, Secs. 179. 61-179. 
87 (1974) as amended. 
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State Name of Statue Statutory Language Year 
Montana Public Employee 
Law 1 
Wages, hours, and other 
and conditions of 
emp1oyment 
1975 
Nebraska Pub IIc Employee 
Act 2 
Employment and relations 







Term of employment 
(wages, hours and other 





Relations Act 4 





New York City 
CollectIve Bar¬ 
gaining Law 5 
(Taylor Act) 
Terms and conditions of 
emp1oyment 
1967 
Oregon Public Employer 
Law 6 
Wages, hours, and other 
terms and conditions of 
emp1oyment 
1975 
Public Employee Law, Revised Codes of Montana, Secs. 59. 
1601-1616 (1975) as amended. 
2 
Public Employee Act, Revised. .Statutes, .of. .Nebraska, Secs. 48. 
801-48-837 (1972) as amended. 
3 
State Employee Bargaining Rights, New.üampsbir.e.Revise.d.Slatutfed 
Annotated. Ch. 273-A Secs. 273-A:1 - 273-A:16 (1975). 
4 
Employer-Employee Relations Act, New Jersey Statutes Annotated, 
Title 34A. Secs. 34s13A-1-34:13 A-2-1 (1974) 
5 
New York City Collective Bargaining Law, McKinney^ Consolidated 
LattS-Aon.Qtat.fed, Sec. 200-214 (1967). 
6 
Public Employer Law, .Oregon Revised Statutes, Secs. 243-711-243. 
795 (1975). 
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State Name of Statue Statutory Language Year 
Pennsy1- 
van I a 
Pub 1Ic Employee 
Relations Act 1 
Wages, hours, and other 





State Employees 2 Wages, hours and other 








Rates of pay, or other 
conditions of employment 
1973 
Vermont State Employee 
Labor Relations 
Act 4 
Wages, hours and con¬ 
ditions of employment 
1975 





(wages, hours, and 
grievance procedures 
1975 
Wisconsin State Employment 
Labor Relations 
Act 6 
Wages, hours, and other 
conditions of employment 
1974 
1 
Public Employee Relations Act, Purden*s Statutes Annotated, Title 
43, Secs. 1109-1101. 2301 (1970) as amended. 
2 
State Employees, £eoenal.Latfs..of.Rhode. 1 s.Laod, Secs. 
36-11-136-11-12 (1973). 
3 
Public Employee Negotiation Law, Soutfi Dakota Complied Laws, Secs. 
3-18-1-3-18-20 (1973). 
4 
State Employee Labor Relations Act, Vermont Statutes Annotated, 
Title 21, Secs. 1721-1735, Ch. 22 (1975) as amended. 
5 
Educational Employment Relations Act, Revised Code of Washington 
Annotated, Title 41, Ch. 41 59, Secs. 49.59.950 (1975). 
6 
State Employment Relations Act, Wisconsin Statutes Annotated 
Secs. 111.80-111. 97 (1974). 
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Appendix III 
STATES WITH COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ENABLING 
LEGISLATION SELECTED FOR THIS STUDY 
Stetes Date 
Alaska..     
CalIfornla  
Connecticut    
Delaware......      
Florida  
Hawa11  
Kansas   
Maine   
('Massachusetts.   
Michigan         
Minnesota   
Montana   
Nebraska   
New Hampshire  
New Jersey    
New York      
Oregon    
Pennsylvania    
Rhode Island    
South Dakota   
Vermont    
Washington   
Wisconsin    
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